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Abstract 

Aim: To explore the experiences of persons from marginalised/at-risk 

backgrounds living with chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) and the role of the nurse 

in supporting this at-risk population to access treatment for chronic HCV. 

Design: An explorative qualitative study conducted with adult men and women 

who received the nurse intervention in order to support them through Hepatitis C 

Virus (HCV) treatment in community settings in Dublin.  Data was collected from 

July 2019 to October 2019. 

Method: A focused ethnographic study design was used to complete this 

qualitative study.  Participants were purposefully sampled (n=9).  The main 

setting for the interviews was an addiction treatment centre which provides opiate 

substitution therapy to patients.  Semi-structured interviews were carried out to 

explore the experiences of at-risk populations living with HCV.  Ethical approval 

was granted by the Institutional Review Board at the Mater Misericordiae 

University Hospital, Dublin.  

Findings: The data captured from nine interviews was analysed using a thematic 

networks technique as described by Jennifer Attride-Stirling (1) leading to four 

overarching themes: (a) living with addiction, (b) impact of living with HCV, (c) 

role of the nurse and (d) experiences of life without HCV.  Each theme had an 

affinity with the patients’ experiences of living with HCV and obtaining a cure for 

this chronic illness.  The importance of a strong relationship with the nurse 

emerged as did the perception of HCV as a disease with associated stigma and 

many barriers to treatment.                 

Conclusions and implications for practice:  Recommendations for improved care 

reported by participants included improved education, better support from peer 

support workers and healthcare staff and increased access to treatment in the 

community.  Participants highly valued the personalised, patient centred 

approach provided by the nurse.  Changes in care pathways to include better 

social structural supports, and changes to care are crucial to effect change. 
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Chapter One 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) infection was initially identified in 1989.  It is a viral 

disease which affects the liver and can lead to liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HCC) and liver failure.  The acute phase of the infection can be 

relatively asymptomatic but approximately 75% of people who are infected 

develop chronic infection which is associated with considerable morbidity and is 

a public health burden globally.  Worldwide, it is estimated that approximately 115 

million people have been infected with HCV, and that two-thirds of these 

infections are chronic (2, 3).  The incidence of developing cirrhosis is higher in 

men, among people who consume excessive alcohol, and among those who are 

co-infected with hepatitis B and/or HIV (2).  Approximately 5%-20% of chronically 

infected persons will advance to cirrhotic liver disease after approximately 20 

years of infection, of whom up to 4% progress to decompensated liver disease 

each year and 1.6% developing HCC annually (3).  One of the main issues noted 

is that persons who live with HCV may remain asymptomatic for many years and 

are therefore unlikely to seek testing or treatment.  However, with the relatively 

recent development of highly effective direct acting antiviral treatment (DAA) it is 

an ideal time to promote awareness of HCV and to support persons to access 

treatment for this chronic illness. 

To date there is no vaccination to prevent HCV infection.  People who inject drugs 

(PWIDs) account for 80% of all HCV infections in Ireland with estimates of 60% 

unaware of their diagnosis.  Other modes of infection include having a blood 

transfusion pre-1991, or those who received healthcare in countries where 

infection control may be inadequate.  HCV is spread through the sharing of 

needles, syringes, spoons, filters, water etc. contaminated with blood with a low 

uptake of screening and follow up assessments noted (4).  A study carried out in 

Ireland using data from the National Virus Reference Laboratory (NVRL) and the 
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Health Protection Surveillance Centre (HSPC) stated that there were 

approximately 10,000 persons with HCV infection at the end of 2009 (4).  The 

actual number of persons living with HCV infection is unknown but assuming 

50%-67% of persons who inject drugs (PWID) are infected with HCV, then it is 

estimated that as many as 20,000 to 30,000 individuals have chronic infection.  

In 2016 Ireland committed to meeting a World Health Organisation (WHO) target 

to eliminate HCV by 2030 making it a rare disease in Ireland.  In order to achieve 

viral elimination up scaling of HCV prevention, testing, assessment, and linkage 

to care needs to be implemented.  

The original HepCare Europe Project, was a three-year EU-funded programme 

of research which aimed to optimise HCV diagnosis and linkage between 

primary, secondary and outreach community care, and access to treatment 

for at-risk populations in the four European member state sites (Ireland, United 

Kingdom, Romania and Spain) (5).  In Dublin, the project involved education and 

training of healthcare professionals (HepEd), screening and primary prevention 

among at-risk groups (HepCheck) and liaison / outreach to facilitate linkage to 

specialist care (HepLink) (5).  A component of this project was the HepCheck 

Study (6) which offered HCV screening to 597 homeless persons attending 

services in Dublin, 538 were screened, 46 were referred to the hospital for 

specialist treatment and of these, 33 attended and two were treated for HCV. To 

engage this cohort, assessment, education, and treatment needs to be carried 

out in the community on a shared care basis.  Studies have shown that patients 

at risk of HCV will attend their clinic for opioid substitution therapy (OST) but 

experience many barriers to attending secondary care for treatment including fear 

of tests and treatment, distance to hospitals, long waiting times in clinics, stigma, 

etc. (7, 8).   

A key part of the HepCare project involved the establishment of nurse led 

education, screening, assessment, outreach and supporting linkages to care.  

This involved an outreach/integrated care service to GP practices and Addiction 

Treatment Centre’s, providing education for healthcare professionals and 

patients in relation to HCV, enhanced access to specialist assessment (including 

a novel approach to diagnosis, Transient Elastography, i.e., FibroScan), and 

assisting in the referral to secondary care for treatment and cure of HCV.  
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HCV management and treatment has advanced in recent years with the 

development of non-interferon based direct acting anti-viral treatment (9).  These 

new oral treatment regimens have a reduced duration with little or no adverse 

side-effects in comparison to the old interferon-based treatments (5, 9).   

 

1.2 Rationale for this Study 

Persons Who Inject Drugs (PWID) are a high-risk and high prevalence population 

for HCV infection.  Although HCV treatment is effective for PWID the uptake is 

lower than other risk groups (10).  Portable fibro scanning and DAA treatment, 

two recent developments in HCV assessment and treatment, offer an ideal 

opportunity to improve treatment uptake in this cohort of patients.  Fibro scanning 

has replaced the need for liver biopsy and DAA treatment has a low pill burden, 

shorter course of treatment with less side effects and higher cure rates.  Despite 

these new revelations many challenges remain, especially in this vulnerable 

group, and by using novel approaches to provide HCV support, healthcare 

professionals (HCP) can engage PWID with treatments that can now offer a 

realistic cure for HCV infection and significantly reduce the global disease burden 

associated with this virus. 

To date, much of the published literature (7, 11, 12) has examined the lived 

experiences of patients who have not engaged with specialist assessment / 

starting antiviral treatment or encountered difficulty in this care pathway.  The 

HepCare project provided an opportunity to focus on the lived experience of 

people achieving cure from HCV following treatment and the role that the nurse 

played in the provision of this care.  The targeted participants for the current study 

were persons from at-risk backgrounds who are prescribed Opiate Substitution 

Therapy (OST) and would be considered vulnerable within our society.  This new 

study offered participants an opportunity to voice their collective experiences of 

a life changing event and led to new insights into the impact and importance of 

nurse led interventions during treatment for HCV.  

Having a greater understanding of participants’ experiences of taking part in the 

HepCare Europe intervention project will help highlight factors in this new 

qualitative study that were important in supporting the participants through this 
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process and thus ensuring that in the future, all persons with chronic HCV will 

have the opportunity to obtain a cure despite their social and personal 

backgrounds.  The new knowledge acquired in the qualitative study will help 

inform how local, national and international HCV treatment should be provided in 

the future. 

 

1.3   Study Aim and Research Questions 

To explore the experiences of persons from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds 

living with chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) and the role of the nurse in supporting 

this at-risk population to access treatment for chronic HCV.  

A series of research questions were developed to address the study aims. 

The Research questions: 

 What was life like for Persons Who Inject Drugs living with HCV? 

 What are the experiences of Persons Who Inject Drugs receiving 

treatment and cure for chronic HCV? 

 What helped Persons Who Inject Drugs to obtain cure? 

 What role did the nurse play in supporting Persons Who Inject Drugs? 

 What support do at-risk/vulnerable persons need during this period in their 

lives? 

 How can the role of the nurse be improved? 

 

1.4 Thesis Structure 

In Chapter 2, the literature review is presented.  HCV is introduced and the 

pharmacology of HCV treatment will be discussed.  The effect addiction has on 

people living with HCV will be addressed along with the impact of HCV stigma.  

This is followed by a discussion on the role of the nurse in supporting patients on 

the pathway to obtaining a cure for HCV.  An exploration of the issues that arise 

in treating this cohort will also be examined.  In Chapter 3 qualitative research 

methods are discussed and the rationale for using a focused ethnographic 

approach is described.  Ethical principles and the challenges faced in the 
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implementation of this study are examined to inform the reader that the highest 

possible standards were adhered to throughout this study; this is followed by a 

discussion around the process of interviewing vulnerable populations.  The use 

of thematic analysis as described by Jennifer Attride-Stirling (1) to analyse the 

data is also introduced in this chapter.  Finally, the importance of rigor is 

discussed, and the principles suggested by Lincoln and Guba (13) are 

highlighted. 

In Chapter 4 the sample of 9 patients is described and the findings are presented.  

Four global themes identified were: (a) living with addiction, (b) impact of living 

with HCV, (c) role of the nurse and (d) experiences of life without HCV. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 the key findings are considered, focusing on how they relate 

to existing literature, methodological issues are explored, and the chapter 

concludes with recommendations for practice, research, education and policy.  
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Chapter Two 

 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The Narrative Review presented in this chapter was conducted to give greater 

insight into hepatitis C virus (HCV), prevalence, screening, and the challenges 

people from marginalised at-risk backgrounds face in accessing treatment. HCV 

infection is most common in people from a lower socio-economic and 

marginalised background with the majority unaware of being infected and are 

often not linked to health services (14, 15).  

An overview of HCV and the treatments that are available are discussed. The 

prevalence of HCV in Ireland, Europe and worldwide will then be addressed and 

the effects HCV has on persons from at-risk populations will be examined.  This 

shall be followed by an investigation into the relationship between their 

sometimes-chaotic lifestyles, HCV treatment uptake, burden of disease and 

barriers to accessing treatment.  Subsequently looking into the role, the nurse 

plays in supporting this vulnerable group of people.   

The World Health Organisation (WHO) Global Health Sector Strategy on viral 

hepatitis’ provides a blueprint to achieve elimination of HCV – defined as a 90% 

reduction in new infections and 5% reduction in mortality by 2030 (16).  There is 

a growing interest worldwide in the provision of care and treatment for HCV 

infection in opiate substitution treatment programs (OST) and due to this interest 

a very low level of uptake has been noted (10).  A unique profile of the burden of 

HCV in homeless, injecting drug users in Dublin illustrated the complexities 

around providing an intensified HCV screening program for this group (17).  The 

findings in this study which will be discussed later highlighted that the standard 

hospital-based model of care is an inadequate pathway for this population.  This 

emphasises the necessity of scaling up of HCV prevention, screening and 

treatment in community-based infrastructures and primary care. 
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2.2 Search Strategy for the Narrative Review 

Three electronic databases were systematically searched to provide a 

comprehensive list of research articles which were found appropriate for this 

study.  PubMed, CINAHL Plus and the Cochrane databases were searched (see 

Appendix 1 for key studies).  Studies searched were limited to research published 

in English language only within the past 15 years. 

Some of the search terms incorporated, hepatitis C virus, persons who inject 

drugs, injecting drug users, role of the nurse, barriers to hepatitis C treatment.   

Individual words and a combination of words were also used; examples included 

‘Persons Who Inject Drugs with ‘hepatitis C virus’ and ‘hepatitis C virus treatment 

interventions’, ‘role of the nurse and supporting vulnerable populations’.  Boolean 

operators "AND", "OR" and "NOT were used between terms to help 

broaden/narrow the search.   

The results provided publications from across Europe, Australia, America and 

Asia.  Textbooks and journal articles were manually searched in the libraries of 

University Collect Dublin and Mater Misericordiae University Hospital and 

citations from these searches revealed further relevant studies.  

 

2.3 Hepatitis C and Direct Acting Antiviral Treatment. 

HCV belongs to the genus hepacivirus within the Flaviviridae family.  It is an 

encased single stranded RNA virus of 55-65nm in diameter.  Six main genotypes 

or clades of virus have been identified numbered 1 to 6 and a large number of 

subtypes or subclades are identified by lower case letters such as 1a, 1b, 2a, etc 

(18).  Humans are the only know host for this virus.  

 HCV is often found to be asymptomatic during the acute and early chronic stages 

(19).  Symptoms occur in approx. 15% of those with acute infection and antibody 

production may be delayed by up to twelve weeks making diagnosis in the early 

stages difficult (20).  Also, up to 30% of those exposed to HCV will clear the virus 

without the need for treatment, this is known as self-clearance (19, 20).  Many 

become aware of their diagnosis once symptoms of liver disease begin 
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developing (21). These symptoms often manifest many years after initial infection 

and these individuals are at risk of developing liver fibrosis, cirrhosis and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (22). 

It was in the early 1970s that research began into hepatitis associated with blood 

transfusions leading to the identification of non-A, non-B, (nAnB) hepatitis.  This 

was determined to be transmissible but initially thought to be inconsequential.  As 

research developed it was noted that people who were initially asymptomatic 

began to develop chronic illness after long periods of time (19).  It was only 

identified as a separate specific disease known as HCV in 1989 (23, 24). 

Initially HCV was treated with pegylated interferon and ribavirin.  Interferon was 

administered by subcutaneous injection and ribavirin was administered orally.  

These treatments were associated with considerable side effects, a long duration 

of treatment and low rates of sustained viral response (SVR) (12).  We now have 

greater treatment outcomes with the evolution of direct acting antiviral treatment 

(DAA) (25).  These treatments were introduced initially to enhance interferon 

treatments, but it was then found that interferon-based regimens were no longer 

required.  This was a major development in HCV treatment providing significantly 

reduced treatment duration and adverse side effects with sustained viral 

response rates of greater than 90% (26).  

Mobile transient elastography (FibroScan®) is widely available to assess the 

extent of HCV related liver disease.  Treatment is also more easily accessible 

with provision of DAA treatment moving out of the hospital setting to community 

services thus improving treatment uptake and outcomes (27).   In the past 

restrictions were placed on those eligible for treatment, including current 

injectors, the removal of these restriction has positively impacted on treatment 

access (28).  With the WHO Global Strategy on HCV elimination a new emphasis 

needed to be placed on reaching marginalised/at-risk populations and addressing 

the barriers to treatment engagement. 
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2.4 Prevalence of Hepatitis C. 

The main route of HCV transmission in low and middle income countries is 

iatrogenic, while in high income countries prevalence is highest in PWID.  PWID 

significantly contribute to the transmission of this virus in developed countries 

(16).   HCV infection is associated with considerable morbidity and public health 

burden globally.  Worldwide, it is estimated that approximately 115 million people 

(1.6% of the world’s population) have been infected with HCV, with two-thirds of 

the infections being active (29).  HCV is one of the main causes of chronic liver 

disease affecting 130-210 million people worldwide and HCV is one of the major 

risk factors for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).  Globally, at least one third of 

HCC cases are attributed to HCV infection, and 350,000 people die from HCV 

related diseases per year (30).  Deaths caused by HCV are comparable to deaths 

caused by tuberculosis and higher than those caused by HIV.  The number of 

deaths due to viral hepatitis is increasing over time, while mortality caused by 

tuberculosis and HIV is declining (31).  Estimates of deaths related to HCV are 

rising consistently.  Prior to the 1989 identification of HCV, it is estimated that the 

incidence of the disease increased significantly post 1940 due to the increased 

use of transfusions and injecting drug use.  In 1990 the number of deaths due to 

HCV was recorded at 333,000 globally, this rose to 499,000 in 2010 and on to 

704,000 in 2013 (16). 

In 2018 it is estimated that 5.6 million people are chronically infected with HCV in 

Europe, however, across Europe national estimates vary, Ireland, Belgium and 

the Netherlands estimate 0.1% prevalence while in Italy the estimate is just under 

6% (16). Very little research has been carried out in Ireland in relation to the 

prevalence of HCV.  To date there is no mechanism to record users of needle 

and syringe exchange programs (NSP).  This means that current prevalence 

figures omit PWID who do not engage in treatment services. 

Injecting drug use is now the primary route of transmission of HCV in Ireland and 

globally, with an estimated 80% of new infections occurring among people who 

inject drugs (PWID) (32).  The term PWID includes those who have at some stage 

in their lives injected illicit drugs.  It includes both past injectors and more recent 

injectors, (the term recent has conflicting definitions in the literature and can vary 
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from one month to one year) (33).  A subgroup of PWID receive OST and some 

of these will continue to inject drugs (33).  The number of HCV positive cases 

among PWID is estimated globally at 10 million (21).  PWID and ex-PWID bear 

the greatest burden of HCV infection in Europe and account for the majority of 

new infections.  Studies have suggested that of 1.2 million current PWID in the 

EU/EFTA area, 0.7 million have been infected with HCV and 0.5 million are 

chronically infected (34).  Prevalence varies substantially between countries, 

according to the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction 

(EMCDDA), HCV antibody (anti-HCV) prevalence among national samples of 

PWID in 2014–15 ranged from 16%-84% (35).  Modelling studies predict 

substantial increases in liver disease among ageing HCV-infected PWID 

populations (36, 37).  Estimates of undiagnosed infection among PWID in Europe 

range from 24% - 76% (38).  Among PWID diagnosed with chronic HCV, the 

proportion entering HCV treatment is low (range 1-19%) (38).   

In Ireland a study of anonymised data extracted from the National Drug Treatment 

Reporting System (NDTRS) between the years of 1991 and 2014 estimated the 

total number of injectors as 16,382, with an estimated 56% of injectors chronically 

infected with HCV.  After adjusting to account for injectors who had never shared 

injecting equipment, it was estimated that 12,423 were infected with HCV, with 

9,317 of those chronically infected (39). 

An estimated 20,000-50,000 people have been exposed to HCV infection in 

Ireland, giving a prevalence rate of 1-2%.  Most recent prevalence data of HCV 

in the Irish PWID population ranges from 62-81% with risk factors similar to those 

reported elsewhere (39).  These factors include injecting drug use, frequency and 

length of time injecting; needle sharing and having a history of imprisonment.  A 

low uptake of screening and follow up assessments has also been reported (40).   

The WHO has set the goal of eliminating viral hepatitis as a major public health 

threat by 2030.  They aim to reach targets of 90% of those infected being 

diagnosed and 80% of those eligible having been treated.  This WHO strategy 

calls for action across the entire continuum of hepatitis care from primary 

prevention of infection, to diagnosis, linkage to care, and treatment (31). 
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2.5 HCV Treatment Uptake 

The original Dublin HepCheck study was carried out as part of a larger European 

wide initiative called HepCare Europe.  HepCare Europe is an EU-supported 

service innovation project and feasibility study at four European sites (Dublin, 

London, Seville and Bucharest) to develop, implement and evaluate interventions 

to enhance identification and treatment of HCV among vulnerable populations 

(41).  These subjects were tracked along the referral pathway to identify if they 

were referred to and attended a specialist clinic.  Of the 597 individuals that were 

offered HCV screening, 538 (90%) were screened with 37% testing positive.  46 

subjects were referred to secondary care and only two subjects from the original 

Dublin HepCheck study were treated for HCV (17).  This study shows that the 

current hospital-based model of care is not appropriate for this homeless at-risk 

population and emphasizes the need for a community-based approach to HCV 

treatment.  The original HepCheck study then helped guide the Researcher in the 

development of this current qualitative study.  

The proportion entering antiviral treatment was examined in a 2014 systematic 

review of HCV treatment and prevention among PWID in Europe.  Findings were 

found to be low, 1-19% with a median of 9.5% in six non-clinical observational 

studies (four countries, total sample size 3,017).  Interestingly, the proportion 

entering treatment increased with the level of selection of the study population 

(with a median of 23% in nine non-clinical intervention studies), suggesting that 

potentially higher rates may be achieved with specific interventions.  However, 

even in the most selected intervention studies a large proportion of diagnosed 

PWID remain untreated (38). 

 

2.6 Burden of Disease 

The concept of burden of disease describes death and loss of health due to 

diseases, injuries and risk factors for all regions of the world (3).  As previously 

mentioned, greater than 115 million people are estimated to be infected with HCV 

worldwide with 80 million of those chronically infected.  The disease burden of 

HCV is expected to increase as the infected population ages.  The dichotomy 

faced by many countries is that while the number of new infections is decreasing, 
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the number of cases with advanced liver disease is expected to increase.  The 

burden for those infected can also be measured in cost of hospital care, 

medications, transmission and quality of life (42).   

There is a lack of data relating to HCV prevalence in Ireland.  Predictions of up 

to 50 HCV related deaths per annum due to liver problems were made in a study 

carried out in a treatment centre in the eastern part of the country in 2001.  These 

were based on an estimated 5519 PWID who had chronic HCV (43).  However, 

another study states that by 2009 there were approximately 10,000 individuals in 

Ireland with HCV and that PWID accounted for the majority of cases.  Concluding 

that there are an estimated 20,000 to 30,000 people undiagnosed living with 

HCV, acknowledging that this cohort are at the highest risk of chronic infection, 

transmission and burden of disease (44).  Some limitations in this study include 

the exclusion of data relating to HCV treatment uptake and outcomes which 

therefore excluded data from the PWID cohort which they assumed would be 

relatively low, but they did acknowledge that this cohort are at the highest risk of 

chronic infection and transmission (45).   

Another study carried out among PWID in Ireland specifically looked at the HCV 

prevalence.  Anonymised data was collected from the National Drug Treatment 

Reporting System (NDTRS).  This data was collected from 1991 to 2014 and 

found that a total of 14,320 registered injectors had entered treatment.  74.3% of 

these being male and 73% from the Dublin area (39).  Meanwhile a survey was 

conducted between 2014 and 2016 using random serum samples from the adult 

population in the National Virus Reference Laboratory (NVRL).  There samples 

were randomly selected and tested to estimate chronic HCV prevalence.  Based 

on their findings they estimated that 33,708 have had previous exposure to HCV 

and that approximately 19,606 adults have chronic HCV (46). 

 

2.7 Barriers to Treatment 

PWID do not tend to adhere to the norms generally expected of the rest of society, 

therefore some of the barriers associated with treatments of HCV in the current 

hospital-based treatment regimens will be explored.  In the past uptake of HCV 

treatment within this cohort of people has been hindered by unrealistic 
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expectations.  Examples being structured appointment dates in a clinical setting 

which compete with other priorities experienced by PWID.  Multiple competing 

priorities are noted in this cohort including active addiction, homelessness, 

poverty, mental and physical health issues, fear of treatment and lack of 

knowledge and stigma.   

Research has found that those who are impacted by inequality in healthcare, 

poverty and homelessness experience sizeable barriers when it comes to 

accessing primary healthcare, they also experience poorer health than the 

general population (47).  The treatment setting rather than the availability of 

opportunity has been found to have positive outcomes regarding HCV uptake.  

Studies in both Canada and Australia have shown that community based OST 

providers are well placed in identifying and treating hard to reach populations (47-

49). 

In the WHO guidelines for screening, care and treatment for HCV, PWID are 

highlighted as being at increased risk of disease and transmission therefore 

should be prioritized for specialist care and treatment (31). In the past treatment 

for HCV was based on pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) and boceprevir and 

telaprevir.  Combinations of these medications had varying degrees of success 

depending on which clade/genotype of HCV the person had contracted.  Persons 

with genotype one had SVR rates of up to 75% but that dropped to 50% when 

PEG-IFN combined with ribavirin was used on their own (50).   It was found that 

up to 75% of persons infected with genotype one could be cured using a 

combination of all four medications but that percentage dropped to 50 when 

treated with only PEG-IFN and ribavirin combined (50).  Persons had different 

responses to this treatment approach, the most desired being a sustained 

virologic response (SVR) meaning the disease is no longer detectable after 

treatment.  Alternatively, if a person is non-responsive then the treatment has 

failed to provide a cure and thirdly, the individual responded to the treatment, but 

disease returns post end of treatment.    

Adherence to this historic treatment proved to be difficult with PWID.  Areas of 

concern from a HCP point of view was the continued use of illicit drugs and 

problem alcohol use among this cohort.  The length of treatment schedule and 
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the expected adverse side effects of the medication and lack of 

education/knowledge in relation to this disease also proved problematic.  There 

has been little qualitative research carried out in relation to the barriers and 

facilitators experienced by this vulnerable cohort (8).  When examining studies 

from community-based providers in three cities in the USA they found that low 

(23%) numbers of those diagnosed with HCV later presented at a healthcare 

facility and of that number only 4.8% had commenced treatment.  Similarly, in 

inner city Vancouver, Canada where reports of HCV treatment uptake remain 

poor despite the provision of universal healthcare including free HCV treatment 

(51). 

Another barrier voiced by people with HCV was the requirement for liver biopsy 

prior to treatment.  Transient elastography (FibroScan®) has now replaced the 

need for liver biopsy; it is a non-invasive staging method for chronic liver disease.  

It is based on the principle that the speed the wave travels through the liver tissue 

is influenced by the stiffness of the liver.  Stiff liver tissues indicate evidence of 

chronic liver disease.  Fibrosis is defined as an elastography score of >8.5kPa 

and < 12.5kPa and cirrhosis as >12.5kPa (52). 

 

2.8 Role of the Nurse 

As the uptake of HCV treatment in PWID remains relatively low in vulnerable 

populations supports need to be in place to help improve access to treatment for 

HCV.  In a study carried out in Ireland the clinical records of 196 patients who 

attend 25 general practices in the Eastern Regional Health Authority for 

methadone maintenance were examined.  Data was collected on the HCV care 

process and this data was anonymised.  Of the 36 (35%) who had a HCV-RNA 

test carried out 29 tested positive and finally only three (3%) commenced 

treatment for HCV(53).   Meanwhile in a semi-structured qualitative study carried 

out in New South Wales, Australia, patients on OST treatment were interviewed 

about perceived barriers to HCV treatment.  One of the recurrent findings were 

that patients reported that HCV treatment was not discussed with them by their 

nurse/clinician.  This lack of discussion regarding HCV treatment sent a strong 

message to patients that HCV treatment is not a priority for them (54).  Poor 
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knowledge of HCV and its treatment along with fear of treatment side effects, and 

the lack of symptoms associated with HCV infection have been voiced by PWID 

as the main reason for not considering HCV treatment (51, 55).  This emphasizes 

the importance of education and support provision from HCP to this cohort of 

patients.   

In Ireland HCV treatment is currently delivered primarily in the hospital setting.  

This system does not work for at-risk/marginalised populations.  Many barriers 

exist that prevent attendance in the hospital and the data out there suggests 

general practice is an ideal place to provide treatment for HCV.  One study looks 

at the treatment of heroin addiction in Ireland.  This study reports on the 

experiences of PWID receiving methadone in urban general practice and 

highlights the influence of the General Practitioner (GP) in supporting recovery.  

Some of the key themes noted were that the service users were much happier 

being treated in this setting rather than a setting unfamiliar to them.  They found 

the general practice setting to be a place of confidentiality where they developed 

good relationships with the staff working there.  This helps reiterate how vital it is 

to have a good relationship with your patient and the significance of the treatment 

setting for this group (56) 

Implementation of nurse-supported services for people living with HCV has 

occurred in some regional areas of Australia to help improve very low levels of 

treatment uptake.  These studies show compliance with treatment schedules of 

>98%, with service users reporting high levels of satisfaction.  Patients also 

indicated that if this locally provided nurse-led model was not available this would 

lead them to delay treatment.  Concluding that, treatment and care options suiting 

individuals are needed to avoid further stigmatizing of marginalised groups.  

These roles need to be further explored to improve services in primary care 

settings (57).  Similar findings have been found in nurse-led programs provided 

for other chronic illnesses.  Patients living with diabetes have reported trust in the 

nurse specialist as a paramount factor in motivating them to make lifestyle 

changes and prioritizing self-management of their illness (58). 

A case study carried out on a patient living with HCV in Scotland introduced us 

to a gentleman with some complex issues including depression, illicit drug use 
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and liver cirrhosis.  The nurse prescriber and patient had built up a therapeutic 

relationship over the previous few years.  Education was provided by the nurse 

to the patient and his mother addressing treatment and potential side effect and 

he was supported through treatment.  Findings noted were that the challenge for 

the nurse prescriber was not prescribing the medication but supporting the patient 

through the treatment pathway (59).  This group experience complex social, 

psychological and physical needs and the need to draw on their therapeutic 

relationship with the patient is paramount.  By integrating other agencies and 

utilizing already in place supports the nurse can successfully support the patient 

through treatment (59). 

Inclusion health is a service which aims to prevent and rectify the social 

inequalities among socially excluded populations (60, 61).  Persons from these 

populations often have multiple overlapping risk factors with higher levels of 

morbidity and mortality.  Poverty and childhood trauma are some of the reason’s 

persons end up becoming socially excluded.  Risk factors such as exchanging 

sex for money or drugs, substance use, and homelessness are noted in this 

population and can lead to inordinately poor health outcomes (60).  Nurses are 

in a unique position to affect the health care of those experiencing poor health 

outcomes as a consequence of their vulnerable situation.  As we have seen in 

previous literature (8, 62, 63) this group are often considered hard to reach but 

nurses working in inclusion health services can reach these persons not only in 

hospitals and clinics but by outreaching to various services across the community 

(64).  Until recently care provided to those experiencing homelessness etc. has 

followed the traditional medical model of care (65), this creates a great deficit in 

care provision and experiences of the service user.  Nyamathi et al., support that 

interventions provided by nurses can produce positive outcomes in relation to the 

wellbeing of persons from marginalised populations (66).   The study focused on 

a hepatitis A virus (HAV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) programmes in homeless 

males recently released on parole and residing in a residential drug treatment 

centre.  This was a nurse-led intervention with a 73% completion rate of the three 

vaccines required and provides evidence of the importance of incorporating 

nurse-led services in drug treatment centres and other such settings to improve 

health promotion, education, disease prevention and disease management (66).  
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2.9 Conclusion 

The WHO has set a goal of eliminating HCV by 2030, to meet this target a call 

for action across the entire continuum of HCV care is required, from primary 

prevention to diagnosis, linkage to care, treatment and cure.  Incorporating nurse-

led clinics for socially excluded populations within the community setting which 

delivers individual and structured interventions are required to prevent and 

address the many social and health inequalities that exist (60, 65). This study set 

out to explore the experiences of persons from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds 

living with chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) and the role of the nurse in supporting 

this at-risk population to access treatment for chronic HCV.  In addition, factors 

to improve uptake in treatment for HCV in this at-risk population were also 

examined. 
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Chapter Three 

 

Methods 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the research methodology is presented with the aims and 

objectives of the study.  The rationale for using a qualitative focused ethnographic 

study design is given followed by a discussion of the study participants, 

procedures, analytic method, rigour and ethical concerns.    

 

3.2 Rationale for Qualitative Methodology 

How the research methodology/method is chosen is based on the nature of the 

problem being addressed, the researcher’s personal experiences and the 

population for which the study is aimed (67).  There are three types of advanced 

designs, qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods.  Qualitative and 

quantitative should not be viewed as total opposites instead they represent 

different ends within a spectrum of gradual changes (67).  A qualitative study is 

appropriate when the goal of research is to explain a phenomenon by relying on 

the perception of a person’s experience in a given situation (68).  Furthermore a 

quantitative approach is appropriate when a researcher seeks to understand 

relationships between variables (67).  

Interest in the differences between quantitative research and qualitative research 

approaches is ongoing.  It has been a focus of discussions on the prospects for 

multi-method research generally and has been of significant interest in 

discussions of paradigms in the social sciences.  The context within which the 

integration of quantitative and qualitative research is most frequently encountered 

is in terms of triangulation.  Integrated studies can facilitate the tactics of doing 

research (69).   

Quantitative research is an efficient method at getting to the 'structural' features 

of social life, while qualitative studies are stronger in terms of 'processual' 
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aspects.  A quantitative research strategy involves the objective measurement 

and statistical, mathematical or numerical analysis of data collected through polls, 

questionnaires and surveys.  It focuses on numerical data to explain a particular 

phenomenon (70). Qualitative research on the other hand is typically associated 

with participant observation, semi- and unstructured interviewing, focus groups, 

the qualitative examination of texts, and various language-based techniques like 

conversation and discourse analysis. 

 It is also important to understand the term ‘qualitative research’ as a broad term 

which includes many approaches.  It involves a process that is not examined or 

measured in terms of quantity, amount, frequency or intensity and  is mainly 

associated with the naturalistic paradigm and a belief that there are multiple 

interpretations of reality (71, 72).  Because the purpose of this study was to 

examine the experiences of persons with a chronic health condition receiving a 

service, a qualitative approach was deemed the most appropriate choice. 

Naturalistic research is concerned with describing and explaining the world from 

the perspective of the individual (69). This approach is therefore particularly very 

well suited to exploratory studies with vulnerable populations given that the 

purpose of exploration is to gain a better understanding of how humans think and 

behave.  

In this study a naturalistic research methodology was used as the researcher 

went in to a natural setting where the experience being studied was taking place 

(73).  

 

3.2 Study Design and Method. 

Drawing on the evidence from the literature and the context of study (The 

HepCare Project), the researcher initially identified the research questions and 

various research methods were examined to identify the most appropriate 

method for this study.  Three qualitative research traditions, Phenomenology, 

Grounded Theory and Ethnography have been described by Polit and Beck (74) 

and were considered for the study.  The aim of grounded theory is to experience 

the problem, issue or meaning from the viewpoint of the research participants 
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and to develop an integrated set of conceptual hypotheses about what is going 

on.  Grounded theory suits research aimed at developing suggestive theories, 

where there is no strong theoretical basis from which to develop well‐focused 

research questions (75). This methodology was deemed not suitable for the 

current study.  Phenomenology is the study of the participant’s experience with 

the phenomenon being researched.  The researchers look for participants who 

have shared an experience but vary in their characteristics and individual 

experiences (71). This methodology was considered for the study but given the 

unpredictable nature of the participants’ lives, and the need to engage in, in depth 

interviews lasting greater than 30 minutes which is usually required when 

adopting a phenomenological approach deemed this methodology unsuitable for 

the current study. 

Ethnography provides a holistic view of a particular culture with historical roots in 

anthropology (71).  The main features of ethnographic research are the use of 

thick description, data collection from observation and interview, selection of key 

informants and an emphasis on culture.  Ethnography is one of the earliest 

qualitative approaches and is associated with learning about people rather than 

studying people (72).  It has proven to be a useful tool in obtaining a better insight 

into certain aspects of peoples ways of life and being (76).  Many argue that 

ethnography is purely a method of data collection, however epistemologically, it 

is about immersion in a culture and the artistry of seeing, learning and interpreting 

reality by engaging with participants, either overtly or covertly in their natural 

environment (77).   

Focused ethnography has emerged as a promising method for applying 

ethnography to a distinct issue or shared experience in cultures or sub-cultures 

and in specific settings rather than throughout entire communities (76).   It can be 

very meaningful and useful in primary care, community, or hospital healthcare 

practice, and is often used to determine ways to improve care and care 

processes.  While many examples of focused ethnographies are available in the 

literature, there is a limited availability of guidance documents for conducting this 

research.  A focused ethnographic approach is problem-centred and provides a 

better understanding of specific aspects of individuals’ ways of life, producing 

findings that are generally meaningful and applicable to practice (76).   
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Because of its nature focused ethnography enables the researcher to develop a 

better understanding of the complexities surrounding issues from the perspective 

of the participant (78).  The researcher was interested in exploring the complex 

lives of people from at-risk backgrounds who are living with HCV and their journey 

through treatment for this chronic infection.  People from marginalised, at-risk 

backgrounds could be seen as a subculture of people living with HCV.   

The main features of focused ethnography are problem focused and context 

specific.  It focuses on a discrete community, organisation or social phenomena 

and the conceptual orientation of a specific researcher.  A limited number of 

participants are involved using episodic participant observation.  Participants in 

ethnography hold a specific knowledge about the area being researched.  

Focused ethnography is used in academia as well as for development in 

healthcare services (79). 

Three of the main purposes of focused ethnography have been outlined by Roper 

and Shapira (78): 

 To discover how people from various cultures integrate health beliefs and 

practices into their lives. 

 Understand the meaning that members of a subculture or group assign to 

their experiences. 

 Study the practice of nursing as a cultural phenomenon. 

Many studies have applied focused ethnography as their research method.  One 

such study used a focused ethnographic approach to explore the experiences of 

nurses caring for older adults in an emergency department (ED).  The researcher 

was an employee in the ED and reported choosing this method because the ED 

reflected a culture that influenced nurses’ work and focused ethnography 

accounts for the influence of culture.  The subject matter was very focused and 

specific.  Data was collected using semi-structured interviews (80). Similarly, a 

focused ethnographic study design was the approach taken to conduct this study. 
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3.2.1 Focused Ethnographic Design and Vulnerable Groups 

The aim of the current study was to explore the experiences of persons from 

marginalised/at-risk backgrounds living with HCV and the role of the nurse in 

supporting this at-risk population to access treatment for chronic HCV.  It 

examines their lives when living with HCV, how they found the treatment pathway 

and what impact if any, obtaining cure has on their lives.  This area is of special 

interest to the researcher who provided the intervention and was interested in 

examining the role of the nurse from the perspective of the participants.  HCV is 

not often discussed in an open manner, often due to fear of being stigmatised, 

patients living with HCV may often remain silent about their experience of living 

with this chronic illness.  This study sets out to learn from marginalised people 

living with HCV, to better understand their views of HCV, treatment and the 

nurse’s role.  The cultural aspect of marginalised populations greatly influenced 

the decision to take a focused ethnographic approach.  Ethnography generally 

employs three data collection strategies: participant observation, formal and 

informal interview, and examination of relevant documents.  These strategies are 

essential in helping the researcher to gain a better understanding of the culture 

being studied.  Participant observation is a strategy in which the researcher 

becomes involved in participants’ life events in their natural settings (78).   

Speaking openly about HCV is not the cultural norm in Ireland so this also 

influenced the use of the focused ethnographic approach.  People who inject 

drugs (PWID) and live with HCV tend to experience discrimination, loss of status 

and stigma which hinders access to medical care (9).  One study noted that PWID 

were a cohort viewed as being “difficult to treat” and were viewed as less likely to 

adhere to treatment, have poorer treatment outcomes and if and when treatment 

was completed, medical professionals had concerns regarding reinfection risk 

(81).  The UK Drug Policy Commission state that drug users are heavily 

stigmatised and are seen as both blameworthy and to be feared.  As a result they 

are subject to exclusion and discrimination in many areas (82).  The researcher 

felt that it was imperative to give this cohort the opportunity to speak out.  Using 

a focused ethnographic approach facilitates the objective of obtaining data from 

people who have the relevant knowledge and experience of the study topic. 
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3.3 Ethical Considerations 

Ethics in nursing care is traditionally addressed in terms of norms and or 

principles.  If we take an ontological approach to ethics, ethics is about ethos, 

“ethos” being the Greek meaning for character (83) .  The ethics follows the 

principles recommended by the Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for 

Registered Nurses and Registered Midwives (84).  The Scope of Nursing and 

Midwifery Practice Framework (2015) which continues to be relevant to the 

nurse’s role in research was also adhered to.  This framework is to provide nurses 

and midwives with professional guidance and support on matters relating to the 

scope of their clinical practice (85). 

The original HepCare Europe research study was approved by the Mater 

Misericordiae University Hospital Institutional Review Board (IRB) in January 

2017, this current qualitative study was included in the protocol and approval was 

obtained to carry out qualitative interviews on persons who received the nurse 

intervention as part of the HepCare Europe study.  Permission was granted in 

February 2019 to extend the study until December 2019.   

Vulnerability is contextual rather than absolute.  When doing research with 

vulnerable persons, informed consent should be obtained from an independent 

person.  In this current qualitative study, the written informed consent was 

obtained by the addiction physician rather that the researcher.  Vulnerability can 

be related to many factors, including addiction, chronic disease, socioeconomic 

and racial status, and lack of education (86). The ability of PWID to give written 

informed consent can be compromised by undue influence or intoxication.  

Intoxication rather than undue influence is the main concern when obtaining 

informed consent from PWID.  The stigmatization of PWID as incapable of 

consent should be avoided.  Excluding PWID from research can exacerbate their 

vulnerability by reducing our knowledge of and ability to specifically treat 

them  (86).  This study gives the participants who often may not have this 

opportunity to have their voices heard.   

In order to be eligible for this study the participants had to be: 
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1. 18 years of age or over. 

2. able to provide written informed consent. 

3. had previous HCV infection. 

4. have received ‘nurse intervention’ for HCV. 

People were not eligible for participation is they were; 

1. Unable or unwilling to provide written informed consent. 

2. under 18years of age 

 

3.4 Informed Consent 

An investigator may not involve a human in a research study before obtaining the 

legally effective written informed consent of a subject or their legally authorised 

representative (73).  Participants must be provided with the sufficient knowledge 

in relation to the research study, must be capable of understanding the 

information, have the power or free choice allowing them to make the decision to 

participate or not independently (71). 

 

3.4.1 Informed Consent Procedures 

In order to avoid coercion by the researcher initial, information was provided by 

the participants’ doctor in their OST/hospital clinic.  The doctor answered any 

questions they may have had and provided them with the patient information 

leaflet (PIL) and informed consent from (ICF) (Appendix 2).  Potential participants 

were given at least two weeks to read the PIL, discuss participation with any 

significant other and then written ICF was obtained by the doctor once all 

questions were satisfactorily answered.   

Once written informed consent was obtained the researcher contacted each 

participant by phone in order to organise a time, date and location for the 

interview and answer any other questions that the participant may have.  Prior to 

the interview commencing the participants were reminded that they were free to 

withdraw from the study at any stage. 
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Qualitative research demands a unique approach in relation to informed consent.  

It has been noted by some authors that informed consent should be treated as 

an on-going process and not just a one off event (72).  At various points in this 

study the researcher addressed the participants’ willingness to continue in the 

study.  This process was carried out due to the vulnerability of these participants.   

 

3.5 Confidentiality  

“The principle of beneficence, doing good and preventing harm, applies to 

providing confidentiality and anonymity for research study participants” (72).  

Promising confidentiality is an undertaking that any information that a participant 

provides will not be publicly reported in a way that would identify them and will 

not be made available to others.  Anonymity described the fact that the researcher 

cannot link a participant to his/her data (71).  These principles were adhered to 

throughout the study.  All participants were given pseudonyms.  All interviews 

were carried out confidentially, interviews were recorded, transcribed by the 

researcher and deleted afterwards.  All data obtained was stored in a locked 

cabinet in a locked room in the researcher’s workplace.  Any information stored 

on the researcher’s computer was password protected.  It was ensured that data 

obtained did not reveal any information that would identity the participant.  This 

was done when transcribing the interviews by deleting or anonymising any 

identifying content. 

Participants were informed initially that the interviews would be confidential but 

that that confidentiality would have to be breached if they disclosed any 

information provided that stated or implied that someone is at risk or harm of 

abuse.  This is generally accepted in codes of practice that guide professional 

behaviour.  Children First Guidelines and the Registered Medical Practitioner 

Guidelines both state that the caregivers main concern is the welfare of the child 

or the patient (87).  Also, if research participants disclose an intention to harm 

other individuals the current best practice guidelines available suggest that 

researchers should err on the side of the public good.  Similarly, if a researcher 

is told in the clearest terms of a past event or behaviour that warrants a serious 
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offence under the criminal code, or if they are told of plans to carry out any act of 

criminal behaviours then they may come under a duty to report it (88).  

Participants were also informed that the data may also be published in journals 

and presented at conferences.  Following the study, the data will be stored in the 

Catherine McAuley Centre for Research and Education, University College 

Dublin and will be destroyed after ten years.  

 

 3.6 Site Selection and Sample 

The clinic where participants were recruited is a Health Service Executive (HSE) 

funded non-residential drug treatment service located in North Dublin City.  It is 

a satellite clinic providing opiate substitution therapy (OST) to approximately 200 

patients.  The patients attend a nominated community pharmacy for 

supervision/consumption of methadone/suboxone.  The clients, main drugs of 

abuse are opiates, crack cocaine and benzodiazepines.  The service offers a 

multidisciplinary approach and the team comprised of doctors, nurses, general 

assistances, addiction counsellors, and rehabilitation integration.  The researcher 

who is a nurse working in the Infectious Diseases department of a local hospital 

provided an outreach service for HCV evaluation and treatment to this clinic.  The 

nurse provided education to both patients and staff at this facility, arranged testing 

for HCV, provided fibro scanning for those persons diagnosed with chronic HCV 

and then either assisted with referral to specialist service at the hospital for 

treatment for HCV or provided treatment in the clinic as part of a pilot study for 

community treatment.   

Participants are selected in qualitative research based on their first-hand 

experience of a culture, social process, or phenomenon of interest.  They are 

selected in order to describe an experience in which they have participated.  

Participants are usually selected randomly for quantitative research studies, but 

this is not required for qualitative research where purposeful sampling is utilized 

(72).  Therefore, in this study purposeful sampling was used.  The desired 

outcome of qualitative research is to obtain a greater understanding of the 

phenomena.  The researcher was interested in exploring the experiences of this 

at-risk population who received cure for chronic HCV.  The addiction treatment 
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centre therefore provided a purposive sample.  This included persons who 

received the nurse intervention, commenced direct acting antiviral treatment 

(DAA) for chronic HCV and obtained sustained viral response (SVR) (cure).  

Participants were recruited by the doctor at the clinic anytime post end of DAA 

treatment.  Recruitment commenced in July 2019.   

The doctor acted as a gatekeeper in order to protect participants’ interests and to 

ensure that they did not feel under any pressure to participate.  The gatekeeper 

cannot give consent on behalf of participants, their role is to simply assist the 

researcher to access a particular group of participants.  Initially potential 

participants were approached by the gatekeeper, the study was discussed, and 

they were given at least two weeks to consider consenting to participating.  

Potential participants were approached regarding the study during their visit the 

addiction treatment centre.  The doctor discussed the study in detail with the 

service users, they were given the opportunity to ask any questions and the PIL 

was provided.  When seen again in two weeks the doctor went through the study 

with the potential participants and once willing, ICF was obtained.  (Figure 3.6-1).   

Sixteen participants were initially approached regarding the study as a purposeful 

sample.  Of the 16 invited to participate nine consented to be interviewed as part 

of the study, the other seven potential participants declined due to various 

reasons, including feeling uncomfortable being interviewed and unable to give 

the time for interview due to busy personal lives.  The nine participants were told 

that the researcher would contact them by telephone.  The researcher then 

contacted the participants within the first week of signing consent, any further 

questions were answered and a date and time for interview was arranged.  This 

helped convey a sense of interest and establish an even greater rapport with the 

participant, the importance of which has been discussed in the literature (72). 

Even though the researcher already had built up a great sense of trust with the 

participants through her role as outreach nurse this contact helped enhance their 

trust and assisted in helping the participants feel more comfortable throughout 

the interview.  Establishing trust at an early stage in research is of vital 

importance.  Trust plays a significant role in the recruitment and retention of 

vulnerable populations who are often excluded from research which in turn can 
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disrupt the opportunity to address important issues such as HIV/HCV 

transmission in among this population.  In a study conducted among PWID who 

receive services from a service exchange provider in Australia (89), it showed 

that stigma represents a significant barrier to trust but that once a respectful 

attitude is shown towards this cohort it can enhance trust in and their 

predisposition to receive health services (89).  Understanding about building trust 

was also applied in the recruitment process of the study.  
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Figure 3.6-1 Recruitment Process 

 

YES NO 

The Addiction GP will discuss the study in detail with the potential participants 
(people who received the nurse intervention and obtained cure for HCV).  The 
patient information leaflet (PIL) will be provided.  Ample time will be given for 

potential participants to ask questions about the study and they will be given at 
least two weeks to decide if they are interested in participating in the study.  

The addiction GP will meet with them again at next appointment and will 
discuss the study again and ask whether they are willing to sign writing 

informed consent form (ICF) 

Gatekeeper 
Addiction General Practitioner 

GP discussed study again 
and any questions 

answered.  If unwilling to 
sign no further contact re 

study made and informed if 
wishes to consent in the 

future to inform GP.  
Reiterates no impact on 

medical care. 

GP discussed study again and 
any questions answered.  Once 

willing, written informed 
consent obtained. 

 

The researcher then phones the participants, confirms interest, answers 
further questions and arranges interview date, time and place. 
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3.7 Data Collection 

A variety of strategies can be used in qualitative research in order to generate 

data examples such as interviews, diaries, observations, focus groups, film and 

text (72).  In focused ethnography only some of these methods can be used such 

as interviews where the researcher observes and interacts with the participant in 

their real-life environment.  The interviews were carried out in a quiet room in the 

addiction treatment clinic.  Often in ethnographic research interviews may take 

place in the participant’s home but in this instant many participants did not have 

stable accommodation; therefore, it was deemed most appropriate to carry out 

the interviews in the clinic.  A retrospective chart review (Appendix 3) was also 

carried out, this is a popular methodology which can be applied in many 

healthcare disciplines such as quality assessment, professional education and 

clinical research, and valuable information may be gathered to direct the research 

process (90). 

 

3.8 Pilot Interview 

Qualitative research gives the opportunity to acquire rich and detailed information 

in understanding people’s experiences.  An inexperienced researcher might have 

difficulty in adequately performing the interview (91).  In this instance the 

researcher was a novice and it was felt that carrying out some pilot interviews 

would be very beneficial.  The first pilot interview took place between the 

researcher and a colleague who is a researcher with vast experience in 

qualitative research.  This provided the researcher with the experience of the 

process of interviewing and recording and got very beneficial feedback 

afterwards.  The second pilot interview was carried with a gentleman who was 

also a patient of the researcher who had obtained cure for HCV.  By carrying out 

this interview the researcher noted the importance of the setting for interview and 

gave the experience of interviewing, listening, recording and transcribing.  The 

location of the room was noted to be of vital importance, a quiet calm environment 

is paramount, especially to reduce noise which can make transcribing difficult.  

All interviews took place in a consultation room away from the main clinic area. 
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3.9 Interviews 

All nine interviews took place between June 2019 and September 2019 and the 

exact date and time was decided by the participant.  All participants chose to be 

interviewed in the clinic as it was deemed to be a place providing a sense of 

security and comfort.  All interviews were carried out uninterrupted while 

maintaining privacy at all times.  

 

3.10 The Interview 

One of the main aims of the researcher was to ensure there was a trusting 

relationship with the participants.  This allows the participant to speak freely and 

openly about the topic being explored.  The humanistic approach of Carl Rogers 

helped to guide the interview process.  While working as a psychotherapist he 

proposed the concept of congruence, empathy and unconditional positive regard 

(92).  In light of that the participant was greeted in a warm manner, ensuring they 

were sitting comfortably and were provided with a drink if they wished.  

Humanistic scientists follow the idea of subjectivity, recognizing that humans are 

incapable of total objectivity because they have been placed in a reality 

constructed by subjective experiences.  Therefore the search for the truth is only 

possible through interaction and social observation (72).    

The interview guide (Appendix 4) was developed and revised post feedback from 

the researcher’s supervisor.  The interview was directed at persons from a 

marginalised/at-risk background, exploring their lives prior to obtaining cure for 

HCV, looking at the role of the nurse in supporting them through treatment and 

what their lives are like now that they have obtained cure.  Interviews were semi-

structured, semi-structured interviews help address a broad list of topics that may 

need to be covered in an interview, the interviewers role is to allow participants 

to speak freely during the interview and also gives them to opportunity to focus 

on topics that they deem most important (71).   A pseudonym was given to each 

participant to preserve anonymity.  The interview was carried out in manner not 

dissimilar to an everyday conversation which helps the participant to feel at ease 

(93).  Once participants feel relaxed a rich narrative develops.  The interviewer 

used words of encouragement such as “yes” and “you are doing great” and used 
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nodding gestures to convey a sense of empathy.  The researcher felt this would 

help build their self-confidence during the interview and help encourage 

conversation to flow freely.  

Silence was allowed and no hurriedness was placed on any participant. Silence 

in qualitative research is often viewed as a failure on the interviewer’s part.  

Researchers are expected to demonstrate their findings on the basis of what the 

participant has said (71, 73) whereas other researchers have now advocated for 

the significance of silence. Silence can be a vital component of the fullness of 

expression rather than coming second to spoken words and should be examined 

as an integral part of the total phenomenon (94).  

Prior to the end of the interview the participant was given the opportunity to 

address any issues that may have arisen.  The researcher insured that no 

distress had been caused by participating in the interview and each participant 

was given contact details of the researcher and the clinic staff should they require 

further debriefing.  All participants agreed that they would like to be informed of 

study findings. 

 

3.11 Reflexivity 

Reflexivity was essential to this study where the researcher was very aware of 

the dual role of the nurse and researcher.  Reflexivity addresses the ability of the 

researcher to investigate their influence on all components of the research 

process (72) and establishes the integrity of the researcher.  Self-awareness and 

introspection can enhance the quality of any study giving reflexivity the 

opportunity to be a useful tool (71).  This can be examined by looking at the dual 

role from different angles, on one level the researcher as the nurse brought a 

wealth of knowledge to the research subject.  The participants were also very 

familiar with the nurse and would have built a rapport during the pathway to cure 

for HCV.  The researcher also identified the need to give this at-risk population 

the opportunity to have their voices heard, this is often not the case.  On another 

level the researcher was very aware of the risk of influencing the finding either 

intentionally or otherwise.  The participants in this study spoke openly and shared 
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some very personal experiences, this was built on the fact they already had a 

trusting relationship with the researcher.   

3.12 Data Analysis  

Qualitative research methods have become more popular over the decades 

within healthcare services.  Qualitative data presents us with a large volume of 

text requiring analysis.  In order to discover the cultural themes, researchers need 

to carefully examine the data collected and identify recurrent themes.  There are 

no clear guidelines on how this should be carried out, however the method 

chosen is essential to the credibility of the findings (67).   

Braun and Clarke (2008) advocate the use of thematic analysis suggesting it is 

suited to a broad range of research interests and theoretical perspectives (95).  

They describe it as a method independent of theory and epistemology which can 

be applied across a broad range of theoretical and epistemological approaches 

(95).  In a qualitative study that looked at the experiences of adults living with 

HCV in the new era of interferon-free treatment, thematic analysis was used to 

guide the analytical process.  It provided an insight into the impact HCV continues 

to have on these individuals and the perceptions they have in relation to new HCV 

treatments (96).  Similarly, Thematic Networks Analysis proposed by Attride-

Sterling (2001) will enable the researcher to develop a framework for nurses to 

better understand the key issues that PWID and live with HCV face in order to 

obtain a cure for this chronic illness.  Thematic networks analysis is a method of 

organizing data.  It unearths the more notable themes in data and aims to 

facilitate the arrangement and relations of these themes (1).  

There are notable disadvantages of thematic analysis which become more 

apparent when considered in relation to other qualitative research methods.  

There is a lack of substantial literature in relation to thematic analysis when 

compared to that of other methods such as grounded theory and phenomenology 

for example.  This may cause some novice researchers to feel unsure of how to 

conduct a rigorous thematic analysis (97).  Thematic analysis can be considered 

a disadvantage when compared to other methods, as it does not allow researcher 

to make claims about language use (95). While thematic analysis can be flexible, 

this flexibility can lead to inconsistency and a lack of coherence when developing 
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themes derived from the research data (98).  However thematic analysis provides 

a highly flexible approach that can be modified for the needs of many studies, 

providing a rich and detailed, yet complex account of data (95).  Thematic 

analysis is a widely used qualitative research method that does not require the 

detailed theoretical and technological knowledge of other qualitative approaches, 

it offers a more accessible form of analysis, particularly for novice researchers 

(97). 

 

3.13 Data Analysis Process 

The data collected was analysed using the Thematic Network Analysis as 

described by Jennifer Attride-Stirling in her paper published in 2001, “Thematic 

networks: an analytic tool for qualitative research”.  This analytic tool was used 

to systematically extract basic themes, organising themes  and global themes (1). 

The basic theme is the lowest order theme evident in the test, basic themes are 

then grouped together to summarise more abstract principles which are 

organising themes leading towards a global theme.   

Data analysis is a crucial part of qualitative research, with coding being an 

extremely significant step in the analysis and organisation of data (99). The 

decision by the Researcher to manually code the data, rather than use a software 

analysis system such as NVivo, was made in consultation with the Supervisory 

Committee and influenced by, the size of the sample, the time available to 

manually code and the Researcher’s expertise in working with qualitative data.  

As novice researcher it was important to gain a deeper understanding of what is 

being studied (100) and therefore manually coding was deemed the most 

effective way for the Researcher to develop a new skill set for the future.  The 

analysis process firstly included, extracting basic themes from the data, these are 

simple themes which say very little about the data when viewed in isolation. The 

basic themes are then grouped together in clusters of similar issues 

(organisational themes), and in turn global themes are then formed.  The global 

themes are the macro themes that make sense of the initial basic themes and 

organisation themes and form a clear insight into the study findings. The final step 

in the process is in the presentation of the Themes. The basic, organisation and 
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global themes are represented as web-like diagrams depicting the 

interconnectivity throughout the network (1). 

Data analysis in the study began after the first two interviews and continued 

throughout the data collection period.   

 

3.14 Trustworthiness and Rigour 

Rigour is associated with the truth and both are a major concern in qualitative 

research.  If rigour is not adhered to than research is deemed worthless.  

Qualitative studies should be conducted with extreme rigour because of the 

potential  subjectivity that exists in this type of research (101).  It is vital that 

research is recognised as familiar and understood to be legitimate by 

researchers, policy makers, practitioners and the public.  Trustworthiness is one 

method researchers can  use to persuade themselves and readers that their 

research findings are worthy of attention (13).  The concept of trustworthiness 

was refined by the introduction of the criteria of credibility, transferability, 

dependability and confirmability, these principles were adhered to throughout the 

study (13).   

 

3.15 Credibility 

Credibility refers to the confidence in the truth of the data (74).  Qualitative 

researchers strive to establish confidence in the truth of the findings for the 

participants and the research context (72).  Credibility involves two aspects, the 

first being carrying out the study in a way that enhances how believable the 

findings are and secondly taking steps to demonstrate how credible the data is to 

its readers (13).  For the purpose of this study each participant was made to feel 

comfortable throughout the interview process, allowing time to ask and answer 

questions without feeling rushed and no time limit was placed on the interview.  

Research has shown that the more comfortable the participant feels the more 

information shared (72).  The researcher persistently observed the participants 

while keeping an interview diary.  The interview was digitally recorded and 

transcribed verbatim.  Researcher credibility is also of paramount importance, the 
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researcher as a nurse in HCV brought a wealth of experience and understanding 

to the field.  The recording of a field diary which recorded reflections, personal 

observations and events during the interview also adds credibility to the research 

and allows for constant reflection (71) 

 

3.16 Dependability 

Dependability is achieved by ensuring the research process is logical, traceable, 

and clearly documented.  Without credibility there cannot be dependability (72).  

The findings were accurate and consistent therefore demonstrating 

dependability.   

 

3.17 Confirmability 

Confirmability is concerned with demonstrating that the researcher’s 

interpretations and findings are clearly derived from the data, and not imagined.  

The finding must reflect the participants’ ideas and not the bias of the researcher 

(71) .  In order to demonstrate this the researcher maintained a reflective diary to 

ensure audibility.  Data was transcribed and used in the text; this provides visible 

evidence that the researcher did not simply find what he/she set out to find.  The 

purpose of the study was clearly defined which allows for an understanding of 

how decisions were reached.  

In order to accomplish interrater reliability, the data was examined closely on 

several occasions by the researcher’s supervisor and a colleague of the 

researcher who both have an extensive background in qualitative research.  This 

helped ensure the reliability and consistency of the data. 

 

3.18 Transferability 

Transferability in qualitative research is associated with external validity.  

Referring to the possibility that the findings in the study funnel meaning to others 

in similar situations (72). Transferability is established by providing readers with 

evidence that the research study’s findings could be applicable to other contexts, 
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situations, times, and populations (97). It is important to note that as the 

researcher cannot prove that the research study’s findings will be applicable, the 

role is to provide the evidence that it could be applicable (13).  In order to improve 

transferability purposive sampling was used in this research study.  

 

3.19 Summary 

In this chapter the rationale for choosing the research design and research 

process involved in completing this study was discussed.  All ethical 

considerations were addressed which informed the reader that the highest 

possible standards were adhered to.  The specifics of how the study was 

conducted were addressed.  Finally, the process applied in order to achieve 

methodological rigour was also discussed.  The study findings are presented in 

the following chapter. 
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Chapter Four  

 

Findings 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The primary aim of this study was to explore the experiences of persons from 

marginalised/at-risk backgrounds living with chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) and 

the role of the nurse in supporting this at-risk population to access treatment for 

chronic HCV.  While the physical effects of HCV constitute a significant global 

health problem the psychological burden is also quite considerable.  Giving this 

often-unheard population a voice was paramount in this study.  People living with 

HCV experience many barriers to accessing treatment and support such as 

stigma, addiction issues and homelessness.  By exploring their lives both prior to 

treatment and following successful treatment leading to cure for HCV, a greater 

understanding of the impact of cure and the role the nurse played in these 

people’s lives was achieved in this study.  

This chapter provides a detailed description of the analysis of the interviews 

carried out with the participants who received nursing support to access treatment 

for HCV from the Nurse.  Four global themes were generated with the aid of 

thematic networks analysis as described by Jennifer Attride-Stirling (1).  The four 

global themes identified were: (a) living with addiction, (b) impact of living with 

HCV, (c) role of the nurse and (d) experiences of life without HCV.  Each of these 

global themes consisted of organising themes derived from basic themes related 

to the experiences of this at-risk population obtaining treatment for chronic HCV 

and the support they received from the nurse. 

The researcher was interested in exploring the nurse’s role in supporting this at-

risk population to obtain cure for HCV.  In gaining an understanding of 

participants’ perceptions of this role it was hoped that improvements to further 

support the needs of this vulnerable group could be achieved.  
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A focused ethnographic study design was used and a purposeful sample of nine 

participants were recruited (see Figures 4.1-1 – 4.1-5).  The addiction doctor 

acted as a gatekeeper and approached each participant regarding participation 

in the study.  The gatekeeper obtained written informed consent and afterwards 

the researcher contacted each of the nine participants by phone to arrange 

interview date, time and place. 

 

  

Figure 4.1-1 Country of birth  
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Figure 4.1-2 Accommodation Type  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3-3 Acquisition factors 
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Figure 4.1-4 Illicit Drug Use 

 

 

Figure 4.1-5 Opiate Substitution Therapy 
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4.2 Sample Description 

The study participants were attending a clinic for opiate substitution therapy 

(OST) and received the nursing intervention from the nurse to help access 

treatment for chronic HCV.  Of the nine participants included in the study, seven 

were male and two were female.  They aged in the range of 25 to 46 years.  Eight 

participants reported acquiring chronic HCV via injecting drug use, while one was 

reported unknown acquisition.  She stated that she diagnosed with HCV prior to 

commencing intravenous drug use, but she was born and raised in a country with 

high prevalence rates of HCV.  In relation to current accommodation three 

persons live in homeless/sheltered accommodation, three living in social housing 

and three living in private rented accommodation.  All names have been changed 

and pseudonyms given. 

 

Table 4.2-1 Participant Characteristics.  

Participant Characteristics 

 

Gender                                                       Male (n=7) Female (n=2) 

Age                                                             25-46 years 

Employed                                                   2 

Unemployed                                               7 

Irish National                                              7                                                                                      

Non-Irish EU National                                2 

Mode of transmission                              Injecting Drug Use (n=8), Unknown 

(n=1) 

Current Accommodation                           Homeless (n=3), social housing (n=3),    

                                                                  Private Accommodation (n=3) 

Treated for HCV and obtained SVR         9 
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4.3 Global Theme 1: Living with Addiction 

The first global theme of Living with Addiction will be presented in relation to the 

organising theme of Youth Addiction developed from four basic themes namely 

peer influence and family, incarceration, homelessness and diagnosis of HCV.  

This global theme addresses the physical and social consequences of living with 

addiction for participants.  Many people who inject drugs (PWID) were unaware 

of the consequences of injecting and sharing equipment due to lack of knowledge 

surrounding blood borne virus risk.  The emerging stories from the participants 

was that their addiction was associated with multiple stressors such as 

homelessness, incarceration and their acquisition of the blood borne virus.  

Giving the participants opportunities to voice their experiences surrounding 

addiction and its consequences helps illuminate the complex lives they are living.   

 

Figure 4.3-1 Living with Addiction 
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4.3.1 Youth Addiction 

The organising theme of Youth Addiction highlights that negative peer 

relationships and family life were a major factor in participants starting to use 

drugs.  Many of the participants reported drug use from a young age, they 

discussed the fact that they were unaware of the consequences of what they 

were doing at that time. 

Jake recalls his very first-time injecting drugs and realises how naïve he was in 

relation to the consequences of what he was doing: 

“…  I think I caught HCV at a very young age, I remember my first-time 

using heroin intravenously was on me 14th birthday, I was completely naïve 

and uneducated around the risks involved.”  (Jake aged 38) 

And Damien talks about sniffing gas at the age of ten: 

“…  I would a started taking tablets when I was only 13, but even before 

that I started sniffing gas, when I was ten, so it was early my addiction 

started out.”  (Damien aged 39). 

Mark was aware that his addiction began at a very young age and led to a chaotic 

life: 

“…  I took tablets from around the age of 10, I developed puberty and all 

that but didn’t deal with it like a normal person deals with it.  I just took 

more tablets; I’d wake up every day and take more tables…  Little did I 

know that it was ruining my life for years ahead, from an early age.”  (Mark 

aged 46) 

Receiving a diagnosis for HCV was a considerable shock to some participants.  

Their growing addiction in their youth led to many other issues in their lives such 

as homelessness, incarceration, and a diagnosis of HCV.  The theme of Youth 

Addiction will be discussed under the following four basic themes: peer influence 

and family, incarceration, homelessness and diagnosis of HCV.  
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4.3.2 Peer Influence and Family. 

A few participants described how peers influenced their actions and others spoke 

about their poor family environment having a negative impact on their lives: 

“…  I went 3rd on the needle that time, I was using with a couple of older 

people and I went 3rd on the syringe.”  (Jake aged 38) 

“…  I used to take diazepam 5mg…  I was taking them since I was around 

9 or 10 cause something happened to me as a kid and I Ma used to give 

them to me.  I used to take them cause I was very nervous around people 

and very shy, but I used to take one or two of Ma’s helpers, that’s what 

she used to call them.”  (Mark aged 46). 

One participant described how his parents’ drug use led to conditions of extreme 

poverty for him and his family and the consequences of having no food to eat: 

“…  Me Ma and Da both used drugs, they didn’t hide it from us you know, 

sometimes we’d no food so we’d be robbing so we could eat.”  (Noel aged 

43) 

             

4.3.3 Incarceration  

Addiction leads to crime which in turn leads to incarceration, incarceration is 

mentioned by some of the participants:  

“… the first time I ever got tested would have been in the juvenile detention 

centre.  I remember going into the juvenile detention centre when I was 16 

and I think I had it going in.”  (Jake aged 38) 

“… when I came out of … (implies prison) and I was using, I was using 

heroin and that how I think I got it.”  (Mark aged 46) 

Incarceration was often reported as a barrier to treatment, Jake stated he was 

unable to access treatment while in prison: 

“…  There was always delays and stuff like that and then I was sent back 

to prison and I wasn’t able to access it.”  (Jake aged 38) 
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Jake then described that during incarceration he had to opportunity to attend the 

hospital for HCV care but only did so due to an ulterior motive: 

“…  I used to go to the hospital for the bloods and stuff like that, but I 

always remember I never attended the appointments when I was on the 

outside, I’d always follow up on them when I was in prison because I would 

get brought on production it was called and you’d get a snack box or fish 

and chips.”  (Jake aged 38) 

 

4.3.4 Homelessness  

Homelessness was also a major challenge for these participants:   

“…  I would have been homeless for the majority of my adult life until about 

5 years ago I suppose.  It was a very tough time.”  (Evan aged 37) 

“… well, I never really slept on the street, I’d ring the Freephone and I’d 

get a bed somewhere every night.  I was in and out of places, but I would 

spend up to 14 hours walking the streets.”  (Noel aged 43) 

Damien spoke openly about when he was homeless and his personal disregard 

for his life: 

 “…I was homeless before a few times, ah me daily life was just 

about taking drugs, you know when you have a disease that’s going to kill 

you, you are just taking drugs cause you are going to die anyway so you 

just done really care.”  (Damien aged 39). 

 

4.3.5 Diagnosis of HCV  

Some participants talk about when they were first diagnosed and the lack of 

information accompanying the diagnosis: 

“…  I was around 19 or 20 when I was diagnosed… basically, I was told 

by the nurse in the clinic, she says to me you have HCV, I was like, what 

does that mean?  She say everyone has it that was the end of that.”  (Mark 

aged 46) 
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“… it was in 1998, I was 18, I was diagnosed when I got put in for detox … 

it never registered with me what it was, it was like a new kinda disease, it 

wasn’t AIDS and that was the big thing back then.”  (Damien aged 39) 

Tilly was feeling unwell for some time but was not expecting to hear that she was 

infected with HCV: 

“… four years ago, I genuinely thought I was pregnant that’s why I actually 

got tested because I was vomiting for so long.  I kept doing pregnancy 

tests and they kept coming back negative, so I went to an addiction clinic 

and that’s when I got diagnosed with HCV.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

Other participants described being in shock when they found out they were 

infected with HCV: 

“…ah jeez, I think it was when you did the test and when you started 

coming here to the clinic.  Jesus I was shocked, you know what I mean.”   

(Noel aged 43) 

“…about two years ago after I started in the old clinic, around four years 

ago or so, I got a shock.”  (Stephen aged 42) 

The findings from this first global theme highlight the social and emotional impact 

living with addiction has on a person’s life.  It is imperative to understand how 

people have got to where they are now and the journey this vulnerable group face 

in order to access treatment and obtain cure for HCV.  The next global theme 

addresses the impact living with HCV has on the participants’ lives. 

 

4.4 Global Theme 2:  The Impact of Living with HCV 

The second global theme the Impact of Living with HCV explores the impact living 

with HCV has on people’s lives, incorporating the organizing themes of stigma, 

poor knowledge and continuing addiction developed from the basic themes of 

social stigma, personal stigma, lack of education, fear and chaotic drug use.  It 

examines their perceptions of stigma, both personal and social in relation to living 

which HCV.  Participants experience stigma in different manners, some feeling 

more stigmatised than others.  Poor knowledge comes from lack of education 
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from the Health Care Professional (HCP) and leads to increased fear of HCV and 

treatment of HCV.  Addiction continues to be a major issue leading to chaos in 

their daily lives. 

 

Figure 4.4-1 The Impact of Living with HCV 

 

4.4.1 Stigma  

Many people experience stigma due to their lives of addiction and living with HCV.  

Stigma can have a profound impact on social functioning leading to social 

exclusion, and a personal impact leading to anxiety and an exaggerated fear of 
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transmission.  The organising theme of Stigma is explored through two basic 

themes Social and Personal. 

 

4.4.2 Personal Stigma 

Jake talked about feeling inferior due to having HCV:  

“…in and around relationships you were always I suppose for meself it 

would have been always kind of you know I never felt like I could be with 

someone that didn’t also have hepatitis.  Cause you always felt kind of less 

than, you know.”  (Jake aged 38) 

Mark was not worried about infecting a previous partner as she was also a drug 

user:  

“…I was with a girl and we had two sons, thank god the kids didn’t get 

HCV, I didn’t worry about her getting HCV cause she was a drug user as 

well…”  (Mark aged 46) 

Evan associated his drug use with stigma and the perception that people felt he 

did not deserve to be treated: 

“…my life was always too chaotic, nobody wanted to treat me, or maybe 

they thought I didn’t deserve treatment cause I was still using.”  (Evan aged 

37) 

Participants highlighted how stigma can lead to loneliness and social exclusion: 

 “…I’m mostly on my own, I didn’t tell anyone.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

“…I never told many people do you know what I mean, I kept most of it to 

myself.”  (Noel aged 43) 

“…  I barely told anyone, sure I live with my mother and she doesn’t even 

know.  I never wanted people to know, it’s so embarrassing.  I even lied to 

my mother when we met you in the hospital, I told her you were the nurse 

from my GP.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

Whereas Evan was not worried about people knowing as he felt it was common 

in his circle of friends: 
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“…not really, everyone I knew had it at the time, it was the common thing 

to have.”  (Evan aged 37) 

 

4.4.3 Social Stigma 

Jacinta felt stigmatised by society stating lack of education on their behalf: 

“…it’s not talked about, like some people, society put a stigma on it saying 

like we are dirt to them cause we have this, but this is an illness or 

whatever you want to call it that can be cured.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

Jake and Noel felt that attending hospital appointments was associated with 

shame and stigma: 

“…I used to hate going to the hospital as well you know, signing the forms 

and when you get asked have you ever been treated for you know HIV, 

Hep and I know I used always feel that sense of shame around having to 

admit that you had hepatitis you know, cause people treat you different 

you know, I suppose that is human nature.”  (Jake aged 38) 

“…I felt like down in the hospital you bumped into people, and when they 

see you in that clinic they put two and two together, but at the end of the 

day I would have preferred it here in this clinic, a bit more privacy.”  (Noel 

aged 43) 

Viktor and Tilly were both born and lived outside of Ireland previously and felt 

stigma associated with drug use in those countries. 

“…well, I think it not happen, nobody will help me, cause I am from another 

country, and in that country, nobody will help me like, nobody care cause 

you are an addict.  In my country it is different you know.  You know how 

without money you can’t get tablets and they will not help you.”  (Viktor 

aged 31) 

“…in Poland people don’t treat addicts well but here everyone is nice to 

you.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

Stigma can lead to alienation from family and friends as well as discrimination 

(whether perceived or real) in the healthcare setting.  Participants described 
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feeling isolated due to fear of disclosing their illness.  This affects the whole 

course of the disease and can lead to continued risk of transmission and poor 

access to treatment for HCV. 

 

4.4.4 Poor Knowledge 

Lack of knowledge about HCV infection and treatment was seen as a barrier to 

HCV treatment.  Inaccurate perceptions of HCV and its treatment can be 

attributed to poor education from HCP.  Participants reported hearing stories of 

side effects of treatment this in turn can lead to poor uptake of HCV treatment.  

Participants who hadn’t injected drugs at the time of diagnosis didn’t realise there 

were other routes of transmission: 

“…it was because I wasn’t using needles at that time; I was only smoking.  

I had never used needles at that stage, so I don’t really know how I got it.”  

(Tilly aged 25)   

“…  I wasn’t using needles or anything, so I didn’t think I’d have it.  I didn’t 

know you could get it any other way.”  (Stephen aged 42) 

“…HIV is the big scare word; the big three letters’ people don’t want to 

hear but Hep C is just, I have it and that is that’s fine.”  (Evan aged 37) 

 

4.4.5 Lack of Education 

Participants reported a blasé attitude from some HCPs when attending services.  

Even if participants wanted treatment, it was not always available:   

“…I was sent to the liver centre first by my GP, they brought me in but told 

me I was fine… just told me to come back in a year.  That was about four 

years ago, I remember cause Molly (daughter) was with me, I said look at, 

I need this because of her but they said it was ok for now, that it doesn’t 

need to be treated and that was it.”  (Damien aged 39) 

“…I just walked out thinking I have HCV and the way she put it I didn’t think 

it was a bad thing or anything like that, I don’t think she was sparing my 
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feelings or anything, I think she didn’t care, it was like just get on with it.”  

(Mark aged 46) 

“…the place where I was told about it just said you have hepatitis and didn’t 

really tell me much else.  It was scary.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

The lack of education led to unfounded fears of transmission to others, in 

particular to some of the participants children.  This ended in Jacinta not seeing 

her daughter as she was so afraid of infecting her with HCV.  She placed her in 

temporary foster care with her father.  This could have been avoided with the 

provision of better education to people: 

“…and you just have that cloud hanging over your head, of walking around 

with it, it was just even when it came to my kids, I couldn’t even give them 

my ice pop, I was afraid they’d get it, or when it came to toothbrushes, I’d 

put it up high and stuff like that, I became very aware of it when the kids 

came along.”  (Damien aged 39) 

“…it is what it is, I count my blessings that I was one that could be treated, 

so it wasn’t a big deal if people knew like.  I was more worried about giving 

it to my daughter.  I’m mostly on my own so I didn’t tell people.”  (Jacinta 

aged 28) 

“…I got very into myself when I first found out I had it.  My daughter is in 

care with me Da, I didn’t really know a lot about hepatitis C … I stopped 

seeing my daughter cause I thought she could catch it off me.”  (Jacinta 

aged 28) 

 

4.4.6 Fear of Treatment 

Many of the participants spoke of the “horror” stories they heard from others 

around HCV and its treatment:  

“…I was scared of the horror stories that you would hear from people, the 

depression, the anxiety, the hair loss too you know.”  (Jake aged 38) 

“...I heard about them in prison, some people, their hair fell out, other 

people got mad depressed, pure depressed, cause a chap was tell me that 
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his brother killed himself over it, not the hepatitis, the tablets made him 

pure depressed and his only way out was to kill himself.”  (Mark aged 46) 

“…ya I think I didn’t want to know, that was one of me things I found when 

I was getting the treatments, you’d hear people saying oh, you get this and 

this happens…  I didn’t want to hear, I’m a worrier and if I heard or read 

about it I’d think I had it.”  (Damien aged 39). 

Stephen spoke about hearing some of those “horror” stories but something as 

simple as some information from the nurse helped reassure him:  

“…I met a person and she told me she had the treatment, she told me she 

was put on some drug that had her suicidal, but when I asked you, you 

told me that was the old treatment like so then I knew it would be ok.”  

(Stephen aged 42) 

Damien also heard many horror stories and felt that if one listened to all of them 

one would never commence treatment:  

“…ya people would tell you horror stories but I knew that was from the old 

treatment, but here were just so many people telling you this and that, that 

if you get roped into that you’d never start treatment.”  (Damien aged 39) 

Fears could be allayed with the provision of information from both peers and 

HCPs.  

Jake was worried about treatment but then heard about the new DAA era of 

treatment: 

“…I always wanted to do the treatment, but I was scared at the same time.”  

(Jake aged 38) 

“…I would have heard there were new treatments coming through and they 

were less intrusive and less taxing on the body.”  (Jake aged 38). 

 

4.4.7 Continuing Addiction 

Historically patients with HCV who were still engaged in injecting drug use were 

not eligible for treatment.  This legacy remains with people to date: 
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“…I remember with the old treatments funny enough you actually had to, 

because of the costs involved you had to be able to prove that you were 

stable on methadone and stuff for a certain period of time and I could never 

be stable.”  (Jake aged 38) 

Addiction continues to prevent people accessing treatment:  

“I was a mess a total mess, I was using heroin, tablets, crack all the time, 

every day, my head was a mess, it was very rough, I was sleeping on the 

streets too, cause I was kick out of home, that made things worse.”  

(Stephen aged 42) 

 

4.4.8 Chaotic Drug Use 

Several participants discussed the impact of drug use on their lives.  They talked 

about the negative impact it had on their everyday lives.  Jake described addiction 

as a “vicious circle”.  

 “…well to be honest with you before getting treatment for hepatitis I never 

bloody wanted to do anything I was just chaotic drug using.”  (Jake aged 

38) 

“…I would be waking up, using and finding money to use again and so on 

and so on.  That was my life all day every day.  It was a vicious circle, an 

endless cycle.”  (Evan aged 37) 

“…I was heavily using when I first found out, that was what I did all day, 

getting money to buy drugs, and using drugs.”  (Jacinta ages 28) 

Two participants spoke about being unable to remain in employment due to their 

chaotic lives: 

“…my life was very messy, I was using drugs, at that time I wasn’t on 

methadone yet, I was working, but kept losing them.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

“It was hard a little bit, at that moment I used drugs, I was working but it 

was hard… it was serious, taking drugs, sometimes not working, I get fired 

many times.”  (Viktor aged 31) 
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Chaos is not just related to drug use; home life can also have a major impact on 

the everyday lives of this marginalised population.  Many PWID do not have 

stable accommodation.  Noel who is currently living in a homeless hostel 

describes his circumstances: 

“…Craziness, a bit mad like, so it’s a hostel with 60 other people living in 

it, sharing a room with another fella, I can’t do much, the pain in me back 

is very bad, its chronic pain, so I can’t do much.”  (Noel aged 43) 

Evan also stated simply that his life was very chaotic in the past until his drug use 

stabilised:  

“…a lot of it would be chaotic, until I suppose, the last 3 years I kinda 

stabilised.”  (Evan aged 37) 

One participant was engaged in a drug treatment program and spoke about an 

interaction with his key worker.  He portrayed his experience of anxiety vividly: 

“…I’m getting too nervous, everything is coming on top of me, and I need 

to get out of here…  He says hang on for a minute, the team leader, he 

called me into the office and says what’s the story?  I’m afraid, I’m just, it’s 

like fear and anxiety at the same time but it was just a bit of a panic attack, 

he said if you want to get off drugs you are going to have to stick it out.”  

(Mark aged 46) 

The findings from the second global theme highlights the profound impact HCV 

has on this at-risk population.  The organizing theme of stigma focuses on how it 

can contribute to social isolation, exaggerated fear of transmission, and reduced 

intimacy in relationships.  Poor knowledge is common across this population with 

associated fear of treatment and lack of education from healthcare professionals 

(HCP) which can lead to barriers to treatment and care for HCV.  The final 

organizing theme of continuing addiction looks at drug use and the negative 

impact it has on participants’ physical and mental health.  The next global theme 

examines at the role of the nurse. 
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4.5 Global Theme 3: Role of the Nurse 

The third global theme Role of the Nurse had three underpinning organising 

themes education, linkage to care and relationships developed mainly from 

community services, specialist services, HCV cure, listening, trust and support.  

The nurse has a key role in supporting this at-risk population, this pathway to cure 

can have many competing priorities and having a good relationship with the nurse 

is vital.  The education provided and the positive relationship between the nurse 

and participant helped with linkage to services.  This in turn assisted participants 

to obtain cure for HCV. 

 

Figure 4.5-1 The Role of the Nurse 
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4.5.1 Education 

Education surrounding HCV is imperative in improving treatment uptake.  

Education can be provided by both HCP and peers but is a vital component in 

the pathway to cure for HCV.  Noel spoke about how important it was to him 

knowing someone who went through treatment and he also received education 

from the nurse.  Seeing how well his friend was looking gave him a little push to 

start treatment himself: 

:“…my friend had it and he started the treatment so that was good to know 

someone having the treatment.  But I was in the hospital anyway after my 

accident and yous came up to see me in the ward.  Yous told me all about it and 

when I was better I started it.  My friend was finishing and you could see a big 

difference in him.  You know what I mean?”  (Noel aged 43) 

Mark also emphasised how imperative education was: 

“…I was in prison for a while about 8 year ago and this other fella in there 

told me about the different strains of it…  I think is important to tell people 

these facts when you find out about it.”  (Mark aged 46) 

 

4.5.2 Education in Relation to HCV 

Participants spoke about how education provided by nurse helped them on the 

pathway to cure: 

“…I don’t think people know enough about it, if you didn’t tell me about it 

maybe I wouldn’t be cured now.  I used to think I’ll just live with the hep 

and worry about not catching HIV.”  (Evan aged 37) 

“…ya you were a good help, you told me all about the treatment and all, 

when I was explained about me hair falling out and all you said na this is 

a new treatment.”  (Mark aged 46). 

“…everyone explained to me how it working, how you need to take tablets 

every day, everything was nice.”  (Viktor aged 31) 

With support and education, the fears associated with treatment can allay fears: 
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“…I very worried about that nothing would happen, that it wouldn’t go, I 

didn’t know how it working.  But after I came here you tell me everything, 

everybody tell me everything.  They tell me don’t worry everything is ok.  

Soon it will be gone.”  (Viktor aged 31) 

“…ya I came to the clinic here and they said there was a nurse who knew 

lots about hepatitis, so I asked to see you, you told me lots about hepatitis 

C and told me how it could be spread so then I felt a bit better bout it.”  

(Jacinta aged 28) 

 

4.5.3 Linkage to Care 

The outreach nurse’s role was a new service provided to some community drug 

centres and one participant felt that without the provision of this service that 

people would not have had the opportunity to access treatment: 

“…not a chance, if you didn’t come here in the first place then no one would 

have bothered about the Hep C.  It was like you kicked it all off and then 

everyone got a chance.”  (Stephen aged 42) 

 

4.5.4 Community Services 

Treatment is still primarily provided in the hospital setting in Ireland but there were 

some pilot projects where community treatment was an option, so participants 

spoke about these: 

“…you came and talked to me about treatment and said I was suitable to 

be treated here with new tablets and that I wouldn’t have to go to the 

hospital.  It was a new project to see if treatment could be done out of the 

hospital.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

One participant who received his treatment in the hospital would have preferred 

treatment in the community: 

“…it would be better if it was here in the clinic, it’s a bit more personable 

here, tis a bit to open down there (in the hospital), that would be the only 

thing, I hate the bleeding hospital.”  (Noel aged 43) 
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Community treatment is often a preferred location for treatment.  Persons on OST 

attend the clinic regularly therefore it is a convenient location.  Also, the 

relationships they have with staff in the clinic are imperative to uptake of 

treatment. 

 

4.5.5 Specialist Services 

Many participants had to attend the hospital for treatment, the outreach nurse 

also saw the patients in the hospital setting thus providing continuation of care.  

Participants mention the referral for care: 

“…ya I wanted it gone, I changed clinic and then you referred me to the 

hospital, I seen the nurse twice and the doctor and he was like, we will 

treat you.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

“…I was shocked at the time so it’s hard to remember.  Oh, ya it was when 

yous came to the clinic, you got me into the liver centre”.  (Stephen aged 

42) 

“…then one day I was at the doctor getting me script for the methadone 

(OST) and he says there is a Hep C nurse here from the hospital and 

would I talk to her, I was like ya I want it, I need it, that was you.  You told 

me about treatment and got me an appointment in the hospital.”  (Damien 

aged 39) 

 

4.5.6 HCV Cure 

When asked if the participants would have obtained cure without the support of 

the nurse some responses included: 

“...I think no, cause who would talk to me, who would tell me everything?”  

(Viktor aged 31). 

“…  I wouldn’t have got through it without you.”  *(Damien aged 39) 
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4.5.7 Relationship 

The nurse-patient relationship is considered as the foundation of nursing care.  

PWID often experience stigma due to their drug use, this in turn impacted their 

experience of care.  The participants focused on the fact that they felt like the 

nurse cared about them which made engaging in assessment and treatment 

more accessible:   

“…it’s just the little things that make you feel like you kind of care and stuff 

like that.”  (Jake aged 38) 

“…they were happy for me you know, and just a nice environment yous 

had I have to say, you know what I mean, saying howeya, how’s it going 

and all that.”  (Mark aged 46) 

“…no that would be bad, when you have someone like you that’s not kind 

of, like you could a got a worse nurse that was kind of stern, but you are 

so personable, someone that you can talk to, that makes it easier.”  

(Damien aged 39) 

One participant stated that the community clinic was a place of safety and was 

where he would come to if he needed someone to talk to.  His relationship with 

the staff there was paramount, and he also brings up the fact that people care: 

“…ya that is what I would always do, I would come here if I had any 

problems or worries, this is what I have always known, it is my comfortable 

place.  There is always people around, people I know that care.”  (Evan 

aged 37) 

 

4.5.8 Listening 

Listening is one of the most important aspects of a person feeling like they matter, 

that they are being treated as an individual.  Damien discussed his interaction 

with the nurse, where he felt he was being listened to which in turn helped him 

retain the information being provided: 

“…if it was just the doctor it would be less personable, it would be more 

treatment, you wouldn’t get time to think about yourself then, whereas 
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sitting down with yous I went through everything with you, and I took it in 

off you cause I felt like you were listening.”  (Damien aged 39) 

Evan lived alone and states that the nurse would sit and listen to him, by just 

listening made him feel a little better: 

“…I can be a bit mad at times, ranting a bit but you always listened to me, 

it didn’t matter what I’d be going on about you would just listen to me, when 

you spend a lot of time on your own it was good to have someone to talk 

to, I suppose to listen.”  (Evan aged 37) 

 

4.5.9 Trust  

A number of participants discussed the importance of trust, being able to talk to 

someone without judgement was an essential part of the relationship between 

the participant and the nurse.  Establishing trust promotes patient engagement 

and can lead to better health outcomes:  

“…you are really a people’s person, that’s the type of people you need for 

that type of work, some people are not that easy to talk to about stuff to, I 

could tell you anything, you never judged.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

“…well I am not getting any younger, I kinda came to the realisation that it 

was time to get myself together and start looking after myself, that there 

was no time to waste.  Then in the clinic they told me all about what to 

expect.  I got all the information and I trusted you and what you told me.”  

(Evan aged 37) 

 

4.5.10 Support 

Participants described the support they received in order to help them access 

treatment and obtain cure for HCV.  Many of these participants had competing 

priorities such as homelessness, addiction mental health issues thus requiring 

some extra supports on the pathway to cure for HCV.  
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“…ya brilliant support, anyone that I have worked with around, even 

leading up to treatment, yourself, the other nurse, couldn’t have been 

nicer.”  (Jake aged 38) 

The need to be accommodating when it comes to appointments was essential, 

attending appointments can be difficult for PWID due to competing priorities: 

“…the nurse facilitated me when I was late, I think on two occasions for 

me appointment and would still see you, even gave me your own bloody 

number.”  (Jake aged 39) 

“…the nurse would remind me, she would ring me to tell me, cause once 

I was in respite and I missed an appointment and she rang the respite 

place and said I never showed up and then I got a new appointment.”  

(Stephen aged 42) 

By providing support to Mark it encouraged him to attend his appointments, since 

the nurse was putting in the effort so would he:  

“…you explained everything, and you said I’m going to ring up and make 

an appointment for you, are you definitely going to go? and I said ya I will, 

if you are putting the work in I will do it.”  (Mark aged 46) 

These participants were overwhelmed by the care and support provided to help 

them access treatment: 

“…what can I say, everybody help me too much, all the time help me… 

one time I remember I crying cause I not believe how much you care to 

help me.  This never happen in my life.”  (Viktor aged 31) 

“…the care was good, there was actually more care than I thought I 

actually needed to be honest, I was overwhelmed a bit with the help 

offered.”  (Evan aged 37) 

Tilly felt like she might not have gotten through treatment without this support: 

“…I consider myself a person that’s on point, determined to do things but 

there was a couple of times I wanted to give up and if you weren’t there to 

push me through, I don’t think I would have continued.”  (Tilly aged 25) 
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Damien felt like his life has been saved by obtaining cure and that the support he 

received helped him in this journey: 

“…ye’s were always on the other end of the phone if I ever needed it, and 

all the nurses, I think that’s what made it easier as well, that everyone was 

nice, that is why I am even here today, because ye’s saved my life, that’s 

basically what ye done.”  (Damien aged 38) 

One participant felt she did not receive enough of support that she was given her 

medication and her next appointment was not for four weeks: 

“…for the first month I didn’t see anyone really, I got me medications for 

the first four weeks so by the time I came back after a month they had 

settled.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

But she did discuss the times she missed her appointments and that the nurse 

rang to check that she was ok and facilitated new appointments: 

“…ya you rang me to make sure I wasn’t dead (laughs), just to make sure 

I was ok like, and that I still wanted to go ahead with my treatment.  I did 

miss that appointment a few times actually so my treatment was on the 

line, I could have lost out, but you always gave me a new appointment.”  

(Jacinta aged 28) 

Without the role of nurse some participants feel they may not have had as much 

support: 

“…I think it would have been harder, the doctors don’t have the time to be 

spending with you and ringing you.  They are always in a hurry; they don’t 

be listening to me half the time.”  (Noel aged 43).  

It is important to realise the role of the doctor and the role of the nurse are very 

different.  The doctor in the clinic provided addiction services whereas the nurse’s 

role is to provide care in relation to HCV infection and support patients through 

treatment. 
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4.6 Global Theme 4:  The Experiences of Life without HCV 

The fourth and final global theme The Experiences of Life Without HCV 

incorporates the organizing themes of addiction and personal impact developed 

from some basic themes such as increased and decreased drug use, stigma, 

relationships, planning for the future and integration.  This global theme explores 

what life is now like after obtaining cure for this chronic illness.  It examines how 

participants experience life beyond cure.    
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Figure 4.6-1 Experiences of Life without HCV 
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4.6.1 Personal Impact 

Participants discussed how obtaining cure has affected their lives; Noel described 

how people are commenting on how well he was looking:   

“…no, I didn’t feel any side effects, you know what I mean like, it took that 

yellowness away, everyone says I look so much better.”  (Noel aged 43) 

Mark also stated how people commented on how well he is looking: 

 “…I do get told I’m looking great; I do get that a lot.”  (Mark aged 

46) 

The health benefits of HCV cure are noted here:  

“…I suppose I should be thankful for the opportunity to reverse some of 

the damage done through drug use.”  (Jake aged 38) 

Participants really felt like they have been given a second chance at life: 

“…when I found out I was cured I was like I can get my life back.”  (Mark 

aged 46). 

“…I feel like you give me new life cause you know you can die from this.  I 

don’t know how to explain it.  Before I was quiet, always worried, now it’s 

seriously like a new life.”  (Viktor aged 31) 

 

4.6.2 Planning for the Future 

Participants found they could now make plans for the future in relation to further 

education, work, and housing.  They had often given up on life in the past as they 

felt they were just going to die anyway:   

“…it was a big lift, cause like I was thinking for years I was thinking I have 

hepatitis; I’ll die by the age of 50.  But now I haven’t got it and I’m not 

thinking I’ll die at 50, 50 is young, I can plan for the future, I just want me 

apartment now, hopefully I’ll get it soon cause, I was saying I don’t mind 

staying in the hostel for another year.”  (Mark aged 46) 

“…I have plans to get a licence…  I want for truck or bus so I can get a job 

with more money if I drive big trucks.”  (Viktor aged 31) 
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4.6.3 Sense of Accomplishment 

PWID often lack a purpose in their lives, obtaining cure can lead to a sense of 

accomplishment which can be a rare thing: 

“…a lot of time I wouldn’t have given myself much gratitude for some of 

the things I’ve done…  I suppose it was a sense of accomplishment.”  

(Jake aged 38). 

 

4.6.4 Integration into the Community and Family 

Damien’s son had been in foster care and by accessing treatment and obtaining 

cure helped him get custody of his son:   

“…the big thing about the treatment is it helped me get Cameron (son) 

back from foster care, that’s why I really wanted to do the treatment.  

Cause I always had the fears that he could get it from me if he tried using 

razor and cut his face.  Getting the treatment really helped get him back… 

that’s what I cared about most.”  (Damien aged 39) 

Jake talked about using treatment and cure as part of a bigger plan, to reintegrate 

back into society: 

“…I used the treatment as part of an overall plan, I wanted to get rid of 

that… and slowly reintegrate.”  (Jake aged 38) 

A few participants are now engaging more with family as they feel their lives are 

more stable: 

“…I visit my family now, my Man and Dad, I go a couple of times a month, 

I am much better now in a lot of ways, I feel like my life is turning around.”  

(Evan aged 37) 

 “…ah I do visit me three kids and me two sisters and one brother, I do go 

to them for lunch sometimes.  I didn’t do this before cause of the madness.”  

(Noel aged 43) 
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4.6.5 Relationships after HCV cure 

Participants addressed both family and personal relationships post cure of HCV.  

Many relationships have improved.  One participant spoke about how he now 

feels equal in a relationship, he does not have to feel inferior anymore: 

“…I’m in a relationship now with a partner who doesn’t have HCV, I do 

have unprotected sex and I don’t have to feel less than anyone else.  I’ve 

been open with her about it…  It’s a nice feeling.”  (Jake aged 38) 

Tilly also stated that she was worried about transmission of HCV so that would 

have prevented her getting into relationships in the past: 

“…I also wasn’t in a relationship for a long time cause I was worried about 

passing it on but now I have a boyfriend.”  (Tilly aged 25)   

 

4.6.6 Stigma both Social and Personal  

Damien continued to experience personal stigma; he felt like people will still judge 

him even if he tells them that he is cured: 

“…if you tell someone that has never gone near drugs, oh I got rid of 

hepatitis they mightn’t believe you, if you didn’t know what you know you 

might be a bit wary.  You know you had it and it’s gone, but you still have 

it hanging over you a bit.”  (Damien aged 39) 

Whereas Jake felt that obtaining cure has lifted that stigma as such.  He would 

have always felt inferior regarding relationships but now feels equal: 

“…it has changed for the better you know, if I were to centre slowly on the 

HCV aspect of it, I suppose even around relationships and stuff like that, I 

kind of don’t judge… measure my defects…  I would have considered HCV 

as a defect.”  (Jake aged 38) 

 

4.6.7 Addiction after HCV Cure 

Addiction issues continues even post cure; one participant discussed how each 

day is different in relation to drug use: 
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“…no every day is different, sometimes bad, sometimes good, I can’t say 

but its better of course, I am better, but it is still hard.  I will be more happy 

when I will be finished methadone (OST) when everything, all the tablets 

are finished.”  (Viktor aged 31) 

This signifies that education to prevent reinfection of HCV is also a key part of 

the nursing role.  

 

4.6.8 Increased Drug Use 

It is important to remember that life may not always improve post treatment, 

Stephen obtained cure for HCV but still struggled with addiction and mental health 

issues.  He remembers one such day when he had self-harmed:  

“…remember the day you saw me on the street?  I was in a bad way that 

day, I had cut meself all over, twas the crack (crack cocaine), driving me 

off me bleeding head.  You came over to see if I was ok, I showed you, 

you told me I would be ok and walked me to casualty (emergency 

department) and waited with me, even though I was finished treatment 

then, thanks for that.”  (Stephen aged 42) 

 

4.6.9 Decreased Drug Use 

One participant began reducing his drug use at the same time he was on 

treatment which he found to be a lot to do at one time:  

“…no mine went very smoothly… but if I look back now, I probably wouldn’t 

have done that, I was reducing my methadone, finishing assignments and 

doing the treatment simultaneously and I was bleeding burning the candle 

at both ends.”  (Jake aged 38) 

Mark was attending a course for drug stabilisation and has reduced his use of 

illicit drugs also: 

“…I’m in a course, it makes you reduce the use, I used to take 3 trays of 

tranax a day, now cause there’s a drought (shortage) on I’m only taking 

one tranax a day, just one tablet.”  (Mark aged 46) 
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Another participant felt her drug use has reduced since finishing treatment, she 

felt she has a second chance at life and needed to eventually stop: 

“…it’s easier to stop using drugs now, I don’t use so much anymore, I’m 

more aware of my health now, this is like a second chance in life.  So, I 

need to do my best to stay away from drugs.”  (Tilly aged 25) 

As do some of the other participants: 

“…now I’m only on methadone, no other drugs now, I think that when I got 

cured, I said enough was enough, I’m clean now.”  (Jacinta aged 28) 

“…when I start the treatment I finish with heroin, from that moment I don’t 

use anymore.  (Viktor aged 31)  

The final global theme explored participants’ lives now that they have obtained 

cure for HCV.  Participants discussed the changes if any in their use of drugs, 

some reporting decreased use while others still find it a daily battle.  Being able 

to plan for the future was hugely important for participants, giving them a new 

lease of life as such.  The topic of feeling more comfortable in personal 

relationships arose along with improved family connections.  Finally, the 

perception of stigma for many has improved, now feeling less stigmatised as they 

are cured from HCV while some still find it difficult to get rid of that feeling. 

 

4.7 Summary 

This study used thematic networks analysis as described by Attride-Stirling (1)  

to identify four global themes: (a) living with addiction, (b) impact of living with 

HCV, (c) role of the nurse and (d) experiences of life without HCV.  The organising 

themes aided the organisation of the basic themes into groups of similar topics.   

The first global theme explored the participant’s backgrounds and how they lived 

their lives with addiction.  The participants spoke about their early onset of 

addiction, many began to abuse substances in their teenage years.  Their home 

environment and negative peer influences had a huge impact on their lives and 

the addiction in turn led to homelessness, incarceration, and infection with HCV.   
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The second global theme explored life with HCV.  The underlying organising 

themes of stigma, poor knowledge and continuing addiction highlighted the 

difficulty the participants faced in their daily lives.  Stigma was experienced on 

both a personal level and in society in general.  Poor education in relation to HCV 

stems from a lack of education from HCP and leads to enhanced fears of 

accessing treatment.  Their lives often remained chaotic; many had the 

perception that they were going to die anyway so they had a carefree attitude 

when it came to drug use.  Uptake of treatment remained low in this cohort. 

The third global theme “role of the nurse” had three underpinning themes, 

education, linkage to care and relationships.  Education provided by the nurse 

was hugely important for participants, it provided the knowledge required to 

improve linkage to care.  The relationship between the nurse and participant was 

vitally important, the participants’ descriptions revealed their increased needs as 

many rarely experienced caring relationships.   

The final global theme “experiences of life without HCV” explored what life is like 

beyond cure for HCV.  Many consider their lives have improved but others still 

experience daily struggles.  Planning for the future emerged as a key finding, with 

many of the participants now happier to engage in education and employment, a 

concept that was often not considered in the past.  

In chapter 5 findings of this study are reviewed and discussed. 
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Chapter Five  

 

 Discussion  

 

5.1 Introduction 

There have been few in-depth studies of at-risk persons’ experience of accessing 

treatment for Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) (8) (62).  The aim of the study was to 

explore the experiences of persons from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds living 

with HCV and the role of the nurse in supporting this at-risk population to access 

treatment for chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).  An explorative qualitative study 

was conducted with adult men and women who received a nurse intervention in 

order to support them as they received HCV treatment in community settings in 

Dublin.  The research questions related to the experiences of the participants 

prior to, during and after receiving treatment and obtaining cure for HCV.  The 

role the nurse played in supporting this vulnerable population throughout this 

journey was also explored.  Data was collected between July 2019 and October 

2019. 

In this chapter the study findings are presented and discussed within the context 

of the original HepCare Europe Project and in regard to the published literature 

and their clinical relevance and policy development.  The study limitations are 

outlined, and the chapter concludes with a series of recommendations for nursing 

practice and future research strategies.  

 

5.1.1. Context for the Study: HepCare Europe Project 

The original HepCare Europe Project, was an EU-funded programme of research 

which aims to optimise HCV diagnosis and linkage between primary, 

secondary and outreach community care, and access to treatment for at-risk 

populations in the four European member state sites (Ireland, United Kingdom, 

Romania and Spain) (5).  In Dublin, the project involved education and training of 

healthcare professionals (HepEd), screening and primary prevention among at-

risk groups (HepCheck) and liaison / outreach to facilitate linkage to specialist 
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care (HepLink) (5).  A component of this project is the ‘HepCheck’ Study (6), 

which offered HCV screening to 619 homeless persons attending services in 

Dublin, 547 were screened, 51 were referred to the hospital for specialist 

treatment and of these, 33 attended and two were treated for HCV.  The 

integrated model of care in the ‘HepLink’ study set out to engage this group of 

people in their treatment of HCV.  Assessment, education, and treatment was 

carried out in the community on a shared care basis and included support from 

the outreach nurse, pharmacist, counsellors, peer support workers, addiction GP 

and administration staff.  Following results from the ‘HepLink’ study, a qualitative 

methodology (focused ethnographic design) was chosen for the current study as 

the most appropriate approach to explore this population’s experience of the 

Nurses role in providing the service they received through their participation in an 

integrated model of care.  

 

5.2. Study Findings 

In the current qualitative study, the experiences of nine participants from a total 

33, who participated in the HepLink Study (6), and received the nurse intervention 

to access treatment for chronic hepatitis C (HCV) were explored.  The participants 

were aged between 25 to 46 years and many had experienced life living with 

addiction from their teenage years.  Many reported living with HCV for more than 

10 years.  All participants began the journey of accessing treatment for this 

chronic illness with the support of the outreach nurse.  Eight participants reported 

HCV acquisition through injecting drug use while one participant reported an 

unknown acquisition.  Three participants were living in homeless 

accommodation, three were living in social housing and three in private rented 

accommodation, only two participants were in active employment.     

The focused ethnographic design approach used in the study provided an emic 

perspective of the experiences of persons who received a cure for HCV.  Focused 

ethnography has emerged as an appropriate methodology that can be utilised by 

researchers to give a greater understanding of specific societal issues that affect 

difference aspects of practice (76).  The research questions related to the 

participants experience of living with addiction and HCV.  The role the outreach 
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nurse played in supporting this vulnerable group was then explored through a 

lens focusing on the impact of receiving treatment and cure for HCV in their lives 

and what their lives are like now following a cure for HCV? 

The main objective of the focused ethnographic approach is to obtain information 

from people who have a lived experienced of the subject matter (79).  This study 

revealed the participants’ experiences of addiction, stigma and lack of education 

leading to poor uptake for treatment of HCV.  Furthermore, the findings give 

insights into the under described experience of the lives of people from a 

marginalised background who live with HCV and their journey to receiving a cure.  

The use of thematic analysis (1), following the data capture during the participant 

interviews, ensured that the experiences of treatment for HCV was reported in an 

accurate manner.  People from a vulnerable/at-risk background often feel 

unheard and disempowered therefore participation in this study gave them a 

voice in a silent world.   

 Using the thematic networks technique as described by Jennifer Attride-Stirling 

(1) four global themes emerged: (a) living with addiction, (b) impact of living with 

HCV, (c) role of the nurse and (d) experiences of life without HCV.  These findings 

grew from a series of organising and basic themes which are presented in chapter 

4 and highlight that the majority of participants had a history of addiction from a 

young age in turn leading to homelessness, incarceration which were some of 

the factors in acquiring HCV.  Living with HCV then led to participants 

experiencing stigma both social and personal.  Participants voiced many reasons 

for poor uptake in treatment including chaotic drug use and lack of education.  

Participants identified the importance of the trusting relationship with the nurse 

as being paramount in linkage to care for HCV.  Other findings suggest that 

uptake of treatment for this chronic illness was also enhanced once education 

around the disease process and treatment was provided.  

 

5.2.1 What life was like for PWID living with HCV and what helped them to 

obtain cure? 

People who misuse drugs suffer from various adverse issues in their everyday 

lives.  They are at risk of bacterial infections, hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C 
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virus (HCV) and other blood borne infections.  Substance misuse takes a heavy 

toll on individuals and society, affecting education, employment and can lead to 

a life of crime in order to support the addiction.  People who inject drugs (PWID) 

often end up dealing with breakdown of the family unit and other relationship.  All 

this combined leaves us caring for the most vulnerable in our society.   

In this study participants recall when they first started misusing substances, some 

stated being as young as ten years old and often unaware of the consequences 

of their actions.  There are many studies that report substance misuse from a 

young age.  One such study carried out in a prison in Ireland indicated that  mean 

age of first drug use was 15 years and first injecting drug use was 20 years (102).  

In a qualitative study carried out in prisoners in the north England it was found 

that the difference in those who experiment and transition out of substance use 

are their early childhood and adolescent experiences, and the multiple stressors 

and sources of childhood trauma they have faced which may be linked with their 

substance use.  Prisoners reported multiple stressors and sources of adversity 

throughout their life course as having contributed to their substance use (103).  

The findings of Elison et al’s study concur with the findings from the current study 

of participants’ memories of their childhood as growing up in unpredictable and 

insecure environments. For example the challenges of childhood encountered by 

the one participant in this study related to living with parents who injected drugs 

leading him to a life of crime to get food for his siblings (103).  

Numerous studies in relation to childhood neglect and abuse suggest that it may 

lead to addiction, mental health issues and even cancers (103-105).  It is 

important that we as healthcare professionals have a better understanding of the 

effects of abuse, a plethora of studies report few professionals addressing 

childhood trauma (106-109).  By having a better insight into the complex issues 

associated with childhood neglect and abuse it will inform us how to better care 

for this vulnerable population.  

HCV is endemic in prisons across the world (110) but unfortunately access to 

treatment remains suboptimal.  The Irish prison study reports almost 50% of 

participants having a past history of drug use, 45% having a history of heroin use 

and 33% a history of injecting drug use.  34.5% stated sharing drug using 
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paraphernalia at  least one time in their lives (102). Some of the participants in 

this study report incarceration as a barrier to treatment saying they never got the 

opportunity to access treatment in prison, while another participant stated he had 

no interest in treatment at that time in his life, he would be escorted from prison 

to the hospital for assessment for treatment but only attended as it meant he got 

a trip out and would get a meal on the outside.  Prison is the ideal setting in which 

to target this hard to reach group, the WHO (28) and other guidelines (111) 

recommend screening of all prisoners on incarceration (2). Of the few studies 

available in this setting uptake remains poor, prison offers the ideal opportunity 

to engage and support people with HCV.   

There is a connection between homelessness and addiction and the question 

often arises in the literature, is addiction the reason for homelessness or is 

homelessness the cause for addiction?  There is evidence for both with conflicting 

findings in the research (112).  One such paper set out to determine if most 

people became homeless because of problematic substance misuse or whether 

substance misuse occurred later on.  The data indicated that people who 

experienced homelessness aged less than 18 years had a higher incidence of 

substance misuse than those who experienced homelessness aged 19 years or 

above (113). Life is a major challenge for people who experience homelessness.  

Two participants in this study discuss how life was very tough while experiencing 

homelessness, they recalled that the only thing that really mattered in their lives 

was their illicit drug use.  For these two participants accessing healthcare and 

receiving treatment for HCV was not a priority as they felt like they were going to 

die anyway from HCV.  Many studies show that accessing treatment for HCV is 

difficult (8)  (114).  In the original Dublin HepCheck Study, 547 persons who were 

homeless had a HCV antibody (Ab) test carried out, 206 were HCV Ab positive 

of those positive 51 were referred to secondary care, 33(65%) did not attend for 

their appointments.  The learning gained from this study is that the standard 

hospital pathway for treatment for HCV does not work for this population.  

Therefore there is an urgent need to provide outreach HCV treatment into the 

community in order to reach HCV elimination by 2030 (16).  

Participants spoke about the shock of receiving a diagnosis of HCV, sometimes 

the Health Care Professional (HCP) told them they had HCV without providing 
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any information and offering treatment.  They sometimes felt like it was not as 

serious as HIV/AIDS.  One interesting study carried out in Scotland found 

participants’ reaction to receiving a diagnosis depended on the context of their 

lives at the time, an example being if it was a time of chaos they often experienced 

feelings of blame, thinking it was their own fault rather than the common feelings 

of shock and anguish (115).  The perception and understanding patients have in 

relation to HCV is known to have a negative impact on prevention of transmission, 

engagement with care and access to treatment (54, 116).  Effective drug 

treatment for HCV is only part of the solution for people with this chronic health 

condition, the role of the outreach nurse must address and challenge perceptions 

of the disease this group of people have in order to make a difference.  

Stigma continues to be a barrier to treatment for HCV.  People living with HCV 

and addiction experience stigma, social/relationship issues and psychological 

issues as direct consequence of this blood borne infection.  This in turn may lead 

to social exclusion, anxiety and an exaggerated fear of transmission.  Stigma 

remains an understudied barrier to HCV prevention, treatment and elimination.  

Feelings of inferiority, loneliness, social isolation and thinking they were 

undeserving of treatment were expressed by participants in this study.  Many also 

discussed their decisions not to disclose their diagnoses for fear of stigma.  

One study (117) examined how stigma impacts HCV related treatment access 

and uptake in people with HCV. This study examined whether the perceived 

stigma was self-directed or to the HCV positive group and whether this 

discrimination came from HCP or others.  The findings indicate that stigma 

directed to the self has a more powerful effect on treatment intentions than if 

stigma is directed to the group.  Participants who reported experiencing stigma 

from a health care worker (HCW) had much lower intentions of accessing HCV 

treatment in the future. 

In summary improvement in education of staff in relation to childhood trauma and 

its impact on this vulnerable population is vital to help us inform how to provide 

better care going forward.  More readily available access to treatment while 

people living with HCV are incarcerated is imperative as is better outreach 
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provision to homeless services if we are to reach the goal of HCV elimination by 

2030 (16). 

 

5.2.2 What are the experiences of PWID receiving treatment and cure for 

Chronic HCV and what support do they need during this 

intervention? 

When living with HCV participants brought up feelings of worthlessness and 

hopelessness, some participants believed they were going to die anyway ‘so what 

was the point in accessing treatment?’  Their daily lives often revolved around 

chaotic drug use.  Drug use remains a significant barrier to treatment of HCV, in 

a study carried out in the USA : Barriers and facilitators of hepatitis C treatment 

uptake among people who inject drugs enrolled in opioid treatment programs in 

Baltimore,  participants were recruited in an Opioid Substitution Therapy (OST) 

clinic where they were being treated with the current direct acting antiviral (DAA)  

regimens, it was found the one of the major level barriers to accessing treatment 

was substance use, along with other medical issues and poor education 

surrounding treatment, this had previously been identified in the old interferon era 

and persists in the DAA era (118).  Some Health Care Professionals (HCP) have 

the perception that PWID will have poorer treatment outcomes, a study found that 

adherence and response rate to treatment in a cohort of injecting drug users was 

similar to that of other populations despite injecting drugs at baseline (119). 

At patient level some of the major barriers to care are poor knowledge and 

inaccurate perceptions of HCV acquisition and treatment (51, 63).  In the current 

study one participant could not understand how she had HCV as she said she 

never injected drugs; nobody had ever provided her with any education around 

modes of transmission.  Another participant lived in fear of transmission to his 

kids, afraid that by sharing food etc. that they would become infected.  

Participants’ positive interactions with their support systems helped to promote 

treatment adherence.  Patients felt that when HCP expressed concern and 

understanding it helped them gain trust and made dealing with side effects and 

adherence more manageable (116).  It is critical for HCP to have a better 

understanding of PWID in the context of HCV treatment uptake and adherence, 
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in turn DAA treatment programs. The basis for access to treatment for this group 

of vulnerable people is improved and easy access to multidisciplinary teams 

including nurses, psychologists, peer workers, counsellors who are experienced 

in caring for this vulnerable population. These teams can provide enhanced 

access to treatment.  Although the level of engagement can vary between 

disciplines, communication is essential between providers (120).  

Many may be led to believe that life is much improved post cure for HCV.  For 

some life has improved, for others it continues to be a battle.  Participants 

discussed how people would comment on how well they looked emphasising the 

health benefits of obtaining cure.  Curing HCV does not only impact the individual 

but also reduces the burden of HCV at population level  (121). 

In a study carried out in Australia it was found that participants were seeking 

something “beyond cure” including improved physical and mental wellbeing, 

positive changes in relationships and improved future health benefits (122).  

These findings are supported in this study, participants felt they could plan for the 

future, while previously they felt like they were not going to survive for very long, 

they just lived one day at a time.  In the Australian study participants had 

expectations that everything would be better post HCV cure for some his was the 

case, but for others theses expectations had not transpired (122).  This is also 

evident in the current study findings, where the participants continued to talk 

about daily struggles with addiction, stigma and their mental health after cure. 

In one qualitative study Batchelder et al aimed at investigating the psychological 

and behavioural experience of current and past drug users who received HCV 

treatment in an OST Clinic.  Participants reported experiencing a reduction in 

feelings of shame and stigma and an increase in the disclosure of their HCV 

status and self-care.  They also found a new desire to help others living with HCV 

(123).  This current qualitative study also captured one participant’s experience 

of feeling inferior to others when living with HCV but now feels he is equal 

whereas other participants reported that the stigma persists due to the 

association with drug use.   

For many persons from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds obtaining a cure for 

HCV is one of the biggest achievements in their lives, some discuss feeling proud 
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of being able to get through treatment and now feel it will help them integrate 

back into the community and they will be able to rebuild relationships there was 

a sense of hope embedded in their discussions.   

With widespread scaling up of HCV treatment, several modelling studies (9, 124, 

125) suggest that major reductions in HCV prevalence and incidence are 

possible, and that elimination of viral hepatitis is an achievable target by 2030 

(126). 

 

5.2.3 What role did the nurse play in supporting PWID and how can this 

role be improved? 

The third global theme Role of the Nurse had three underpinning organising 

themes, education, linkage to care and relationships. 

Communication skills are a fundamental element in the relationship between the 

health care professional and the persons from at-risk backgrounds.  It is well 

documented that people from marginalised backgrounds have increased 

healthcare needs and poor access to healthcare services.  Some of the factors 

contributing to this problem include, complex service systems that are difficult for 

many PWID to navigate, and poor relationships between PWID and conventional 

healthcare providers (127).  Recent advances in the treatment of HCV will be 

ineffectual without the effective management of the barriers to treatment such as 

stigma, marginalisation, homelessness and poor relationships with healthcare 

professionals (47).  Patients require honest information communicated in an 

empathetic manner. 

It has been identified that a role for nurse-led models of care improve service 

accessibility (58, 128) and for HCV shared care models in the assessment and 

treatment of patients with HCV, especially marginalised populations including 

PWID and people who are incarcerated (129).  In a nurse supported shared care 

program in Western Australia a mixed methods study (57) was carried out and 

reported that the rates of infection in the 47 aboriginal participants included in this 

study were more than double the national rates reported in 2012.  The results 

also showed >98% compliance with treatment with the nurse providing a constant 

point of contact in an area of changing general practitioners’ locums. 
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For many PWID it has been made evident that their default position in the 

healthcare system is as a second-class system.  Participants in one such study 

reporting on PWID experiences in the United Kingdom (UK) indicated that the 

care provided by the clinical nurse specialist exceeded expectation as it extended 

beyond clinical and patients had highly restricted expectations of the care they 

were likely to receive (130).  The current study findings support the findings from 

this UK study. 

Overall, the nine participants spoke positively regarding the support they received 

from the whole team working in the clinic where they began the journey to obtain 

cure for HCV.  Participants reported they experienced good communication skills, 

and the outreach nurse had the ability to listen to what was being said.  Many of 

the positive comments alluded to psychosocial support.  One participant 

described the relationship with the nurse as being personable, he felt he could 

discuss any issue he had and knew he was being listened to.  Another participant 

felt the clinic to be a safe haven, somewhere he could come to if he had any 

worries or problems and that he would feel safe, others reported feeling cared 

for, understood and just liked having someone to talk to.  Other participants 

brought up that they felt they had a trusting relationship with the nurse, stating 

they felt they could tell the nurse anything without feeling judged.  Trust plays a 

vital role in the provision of effective healthcare in the OST setting.  Given the 

complex social and clinical challenges faced for HCV treatment trust is central in 

shaping participants view of the trustworthiness of HCV services provided in the 

OST space (89). 

The findings of this study mirror those of the study in the UK where participants 

emphasised the importance of HCV care extending beyond clinical care.  The 

researchers argue that the increased emphasis on clinical care has a disruptive 

potential altering how care is provided, thus interfering with the care considered 

most vital amongst those marginalised in our society (130).  Another study  

reported patients feelings of disappointment in the nurses failure to listen or 

spend time with them and appreciate their life experiences (131).  Many studies 

which have been carried out in relation to HCV and patient outcomes (120, 122, 

132) have not focused on the relevance of the relationship between the patient 

and the nurse/health care professional (HCP) (11, 133).  HCP need to strive to 
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provide services for patient with HCV that not only address the physical needs 

but also the psychosocial difficulties that may arise as a result of living with HCV  

(134).   Patients reported that the most effective method for improving adherence 

to treatment was to provide information personalised to both their needs and 

lifestyles (116). 

In the current study, education in relation to HCV and the direct acting antiviral 

treatment (DAA) was an important factor which influenced the participants’ 

experiences.  One participant felt that education was pivotal in alleviating fears 

surrounding treatment.  Central to these comments was a strongly worded 

comment stating that without the provision of adequate education around 

treatment cure would not be obtained for HCV. Providing an abundance of 

information on HCV can lead to undue anxiety and an overload of information 

(116). Tailoring education to the patient’s ability to comprehend what is being said 

is imperative for positive treatment outcomes.  Nurses who are specialised in 

caring for people with HCV will be able to provide education on HCV, treatment 

options and help support them to access treatment and obtain cure.  

The nurse plays a vital role in linkage to care for this marginalised population 

whether it be to a specialist hospital service or in a community-based setting.  

One participant recalls when the role of the outreach nurse commenced in their 

OST clinic.  He believed this was the beginning of his journey to cure, he felt this 

new service provided by the nurse gave everyone an opportunity to access 

treatment, He expressed that he would not have linked to care without the support 

of the nurse.  High linkage to care rates were recorded in a setting where a nurse 

navigator model of care was implement despite the prevalence of barriers to care 

(114) 

Several research papers have studied the social context of HCV treatment among 

PWID with a focus on access to treatment (11, 55) with few papers examining 

how the role of the nurse impacts the patients access to treatment and the 

patient’s perception of the nurse’s role and how it can be improved.  In a 

qualitative systematic review, it was found that there was enhanced adherence 

to treatment for HCV when treatment was integrated into OST clinics.  Another 
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facilitator to treatment adherence was  when the care was provided by nurses 

and doctors experienced in caring for injecting drug users treatment (135).   

The findings from the current study reiterate the need for more nurses in this role, 

participants expressed how important education was, how it was delivered and 

by whom, some participants believed that they would not have had the 

opportunity to access treatment and obtain cure for HCV without the support of 

the outreach nurse.   

Patient education is particularly important in chronic disease management, for 

many of these conditions there is no easy cure.  Outcomes can be improved by 

ensuring education is provided in a positive manner, a marked increase in the 

willingness to accept treatment has been noted in settings where group or 

individual classes were held (11, 120).  The importance in the art of listening to 

what the patient has to say and spending time with them can be invaluable.  In 

one study patients’ reported disappointment because the nurse failed to listen 

and spend time with them leading them to feel a lack of appreciation of their 

unique life experiences (131).  Strong patient-centred care is central in helping 

patients in decision-making when planning their care and treatment.  While the 

outreach nurse appeared to be successful in ensuring the participants in this 

study received the appropriate education and care surrounding their treatment 

there needs to be a greater awareness of patient-centred care for this vulnerable 

group (134).  Therefore, nurses and other HCP must ensure they go to great 

efforts to provide care on an individual basis and be aware of the specific needs 

of this vulnerable population.  This in turn will lead to improved health outcomes.  

 

5.3 Limitations 

The researcher, although an experienced nurse looking after persons from at-risk 

backgrounds, is a novice researcher.  This could be viewed as a limitation due to 

the lack of experience at conducting sensitive interviews.  To counterbalance this, 

the researcher developed a semi-structured interview guide and completed 

practice interviews with 2 experienced clinicians before commencing the 

interviews with the participants.  Some of the interview questions were 

challenging due to the sensitivity of the subject and the vulnerability of the 
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participant.  However, trustworthiness and rigour were adhered to by the 

researcher taking a self-conscious and reflective approach.  This approach 

included maintaining a reflective and reflexive diary throughout the interviews.  

The researcher also kept in frequent contact with her supervisors and following 

data transcription the emerging themes were thoroughly discussed and 

developed.   

Generalizability is often considered a limitation in qualitative research but also 

often used to define qualitative research in positive ways. The sample size of nine 

participants though small is in line with the principles of focused ethnography.  

 

5.4 Summary 

This study explored the experiences of a marginalised population who were 

supported through treatment and cure for HCV.  It gave a voice to an often-

unheard population and allowed them to voice their collective experiences of a 

life changing journey.  The dissemination of these findings through nursing 

journals and conferences will help ensure that all persons living with HCV are 

given an opportunity to access treatment and receive cure for this chronic illness.   

The study used a focused ethnographic approach to explore the experiences of 

marginalised persons who were supported by the nurse to obtain a cure for HCV.  

Data saturation dictated the sample size, participants were recruited until the 

topic had been fully investigated and no further findings were generated (76).  

This was the most appropriate method to explore the participants’ experience of 

a service. 

Purposeful sampling was used.  Participants were identified from a drug 

treatment service in north Dublin city.  The participants all received the nurse 

intervention, commenced treatment with DAA therapy and obtained cure for 

chronic HCV.  All nine interviews were recorded and transcribed by the 

researcher. 

In this study thematic analysis as described by Attride-Stirling (1) was utilised.  

Thematic networks analysis generated four global themes (a) living with 

addiction, (b) impact of living with HCV, (c) role of the nurse and (d) experiences 
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of life without HCV.  Many participants discussed lifestyle changes related to 

treatment and cure.  Some may deem these changes to be insignificant yet what 

we perceive to be insignificant can be a major change for others.  Commencing 

treatment helped some participants to reduce their drug consumption, and helped 

others plan to enter further education and employment.  It provided the 

participants with hope for a better future, something they may not have 

experienced in the past.  All these small changes are a step closer to a more 

stable life.   

 

5.5 Conclusion 

This study provides a deep and meaningful insight into the often unheard lives of 

persons from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds, the findings were discussed in 

relation to what is currently known in the literature and a series of 

recommendations were developed (set out below).  The findings to emerge from 

this study will support improved access to treatment for persons living with HCV 

and also improve outcomes for other chronic illnesses. It is also hoped that in the 

near future equality in the provision of healthcare services will be available to at-

risk’s populations and that the following quotation “People who have HCV should 

have the same care as people who don’t, it’s not equal care for all yet” will become 

a thing of the past.  

 

5.6 Recommendations  

The aim of the study was to explore the experiences of persons from 

marginalised/at-risk backgrounds living with HCV and the role of the nurse in 

supporting this at-risk population to access treatment for chronic HCV.  A series 

of 8 Recommendations emerging from this study are presented under three 

themes.  Firstly, the recommendations for service improvements generated from 

the participants themselves, secondly recommendations which are important for 

clinical practice within the Addiction and HCV services, and finally suggestions 

for future research. 
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5.6.1 Recommendations for Improved Care Reported Directly by the 

Participants interviewed. 

In this study a few participants discussed the fact that the nurse spent more 

time with them and explained more about the treatment than the doctor did.  

The doctors in this study are primarily reviewing patients for addiction purposes 

and were fully involved in providing community treatment for persons with 

chronic HCV.  The liaison nurse attended the practice for the sole purpose of 

providing education for health care professionals and patients in relation to HCV 

and the treatment options.  

 “The doctor hasn’t the time to spend with you so having a nurse who 

specialises in HCV and knows all about it is a great thing.  Maybe they could get 

more people like that”.  

Recommendation 1: It is essential for nurses caring for at risk populations to build 

therapeutic relationships with people in their care.  

Everyone has a voice and everyone deserves to be listened to despite their social 

circumstances. This vulnerable population often feel that they are judged and not 

listened to. The participants in this study emphasis how vital effective 

communication is, not only in helping them gain a better insight into their health 

but to improve their overall healthcare experiences. “I think everyone deserves a 

chance at treatment not just people who are clean, some clinics still tell people 

they can’t have treatment cause they are using, even doctors and nurses need 

education too not just patients”. 

Recommendation 2: To ensure that the voice of the person is considered when 

developing guidelines on treatment interventions and that those clinical decisions 

are clearly explained to those affected.  

 

5.6.2 Recommendations for Practice 

The purpose of this research study was to direct and improve care for people 

from marginalised/at-risk backgrounds living with HCV.  The participants voiced 

the importance of greater access to nurse led outreach clinics, illustrating the 

important role nurses have in delivering accessible, person-centred treatment 

which can focus not only on HCV care but on models of care for other chronic 
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diseases experienced be this vulnerable population. This study demonstrates the 

success of overcoming barriers to HCV testing and treatment such as geographic 

location, incarceration, social marginalisation and inflexible healthcare systems.  

Therefore, a further 5 recommendations arising from this study are suggested 

below. 

Recommendation 3: Development of nurse-led inclusion health clinics providing 

a multidisciplinary approach to HCV and other chronic illnesses in locations such 

as prisons, drug treatments centres, needle exchange programmes and primary 

care centres offers the potential to significantly improve adherence to treatment 

for chronic illness and reduce the burden of disease. 

Recommendation 4: Improved patient-heath care provider communication.  This 

helps with improved engagement in treatment and cure.  Effective communication 

between patients, staff, other community services and stakeholders is key to the 

success of a community treatment service. 

Recommendation 5: A public awareness programme on the radio, television, 

newspapers etc. to help increase testing frequency.  This will help detect persons 

who may be living with chronic HCV without symptoms.  This will help with the 

Global Health Strategy for Elimination of HCV by 2030 (28).  

Recommendation 6: All health care professionals caring for patients at risk of 

HCV need to be aware of the national screening guidelines and need to ensure 

the recommended screening is carried out (111).  

Recommendation 7: More focus is needed on treatment while persons are 

incarcerated.  Prison provides the ideal setting to target this often hard to reach 

group, the World Health Organisation (2),  Irish Health Service Executive (HSE) 

(111) and the European Association for the Study of Liver (EASL) (28) are among 

those who recommend screening of all prisoners on incarceration (2). Of the few 

studies available in this setting uptake remains poor, prison offers the ideal 

opportunity to engage and support people with HCV.   
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5.7 Future Research  

This study provided valuable insight into the care of marginalised persons living 

with HCV.  It also provided a deep understanding of the role of the nurse and 

other HCP in supporting this vulnerable group.  Few qualitative studies are carried 

out which include participants from vulnerable backgrounds therefore further 

studies in this area are fundamental in guiding future practices.   

The final recommendation to emerge from this study relates to future research 

using a co-design approach.  

Recommendation 8: People from vulnerable backgrounds who have received a 

cure for HCV should be invited to join HCP to contribute to the discussion on 1) 

how to prioritise and implement the recommendations emerging from this study 

and 2) guide new research in this area. 
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UCD Ethics Exemption  21st February 2019 

 

Dear Eileen 

  

Thank you for notifying the Human Research Ethics Committee – Sciences 

(HREC-LS) of your declaration that you are exempt from a 

full ethical review.  Should the nature of your research change and thereby alter 

your exempt status you will need to submit an application form for 

full ethical review.   Please note for future correspondence regarding this study 

and its exemption that your Research Ethics Exemption Reference Number 

(REERN) is: LS-E-19-30-OConnor.  This exemption from full ethical review 

is being accepted by the Office of Research Ethics on the condition that 

you observe the following: 

  

 External REC Approval and/or Permission to Access/Recruit Human 

Participants/or their Data: (if applicable) please be aware that 

recruitment of participants or data collection should not begin until written 

permissions are secured from external organisations/individuals.  I note 

that you provided a copy of the MMUH REC Approval. 

  

 UCD Insurance Requirement: I confirm that the public liability insurance 

cover is already in place for this project.  

  

 Researcher Duty of Care to Participants: please ensure 

that ethical best practice is considered and applied to your research 

projects.  You should ensure that participants are aware of what is 

happening to them and to their data whether a study is de-identified or not.  

All researchers have a duty of care to their participants who have the right 

to be informed, the right to consent to participate and the right to withdraw 

from the study.     
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Any additional documentation should be emailed 

to exemptions.ethics@ucd.ie quoting your assigned reference number (provided 

above) in the subject line of your email. 

Please note that your research does not require a committee review and also 

note that this is an acknowledgment of your declared exemption status.  All 

Exemptions from Full Review are subject to Research Ethics Compliance 

Review.  You should ensure that your Exemption Form is signed by you, your 

supervisor (if applicable) and your Head of School, and that this signed document 

is retained in your school as part of your record. 

Regards 

Jan 

  

Janette Stokes 

Administrator 

Research Ethics & Integrity 

Roebuck Castle 

Belfield 

Dublin 4 

  

t: 01 716 8762 

w: www.ucd.ie/researchethics 
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Appendix 2 Patient Information Leaflet and Informed Consent Form 
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Appendix 3 Clinical chart review 
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MSC Research Clinical Chart Review 
 
Date of visit:     
 

Patient demographics: 
 

Patient Initials: 
___________ 
 
DOB: ___________ 

Study 
No._____________ 
 
Accommodation: 
________________ 
 

Country of birth: 
__________________ 
 
Ethnicity:_____________ 
 

Male            
 
Female 

 

Genotype(please circle) 
Genotype 1a 
Genotype 1b 
Genotype 1 
Genotype 2 
Genotype 3 
Genotype 4 
Genotype 5  
Genotype 6 
Mixed:______ 
 

Acquisition risk factor: (please circle) 
IVDU 
Blood product Anti D (HAA) 
Blood product transfusion (Ireland- HAA) 
Blood product transfusion 
Sexual MSM 
Sexual heterosexual 
Dual risk 
Tattoos 
Country of origin 
Vertical 
Unknown              

Co-morbid conditions: (please circle) 
 
Haemophilia 
HIV co-infected 
Diabetes type 2 
High BMI >25kg/m2 
 
 
Baseline alcohol use: Yes     No 
Mild      Moderate      Excessive 

For IVDU (please circle) 
Currently on methadone       Yes            No                       Dose of methadone: _______ mls 
Currently on Suboxone          Yes            No    
 

Treatment naive       Yes            No 
PR experienced         Yes            No 

DAA experienced:       Yes            No 
Details of prior exposure: 

 

Liver staging: 
Fibroscan score: 

Date Fibroscan: _______ 
Result:  
Mean_______________kPa 
Median_____________kPa 
IQR:_________________ 
SD: ____________ 
 

 

 
Baseline Concomitant Medications: 
 
GP prescribed medications: 

Drug Dose & frequency 
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Appendix 4 Interview Guide 
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MSc Qualitative Interviews 

Experience of Nurses Role in Supporting You to Access 

Treatment and Obtain Cure for Chronic HCV 

 

Interview Questions 

Introduction 

Please let me know if you are not comfortable or if you need to take a break at 

any stage.  I am going to ask you some questions about your experience of the 

care received from the Hepatitis C Nurse Specialist.  Take your time while 

answering the questions and feel free to ask me to explain further if there is 

anything you find unclear.  If you wish to skip a question and return to it later that 

will not be a problem.  Remember there are no wrong answers.  It is important to 

be aware that the information you share with me will not be identified with you, 

but the details you share may be used as valuable information for the research 

study.  It is also vitally important that if you disclose information regarding harm 

to yourself or others that this cannot be kept confidential.   

 

1. What was your life like before you received treatment for Hepatitis C? 

2. What was your experience of the care received from the nurse? 

3. What, if anything, did you feel went well for you? 

4. Is there anything you think could be done to help improve the service? 

5. Did meeting with the nurse help you learn about Hepatitis C, and what to 

expect while on treatment?  

6. What does it mean to you to be cured? 

7. What will it mean for your future? 

8. Where did you receive your treatment, in the hospital or the community?  

Did you feel this was a good environment for treatment? 

9. Do you feel you got enough support from the nurse? 

10. What sort of support did you receive?  Emotional?  Medical? 

11.  Thinking back is there any supports you felt you needed that you didn’t 

receive?  That you felt would have helped make things easier? 

12. Is there anything that you could suggest in relation to the nurse’s role 

that could be improved? 
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13. Is there anything that we haven’t talked about that you would like to 

address? 

14. How would you describe your life now?   

15. We are coming to the end of the interview.  How has the interview been 

for you? 

I am very grateful for the time you have spent with me and for the contribution 

you have made to this study.  If you find over the next few days that our discussion 

has brought up something that you would like to discuss further, either with me 

or the staff here in your Drug Treatment Centre, please call me or one of the staff 

here.  I will be in touch again in relation to the findings of the study.  Thank you 

again. 

Each subject will be given a copy of the contact details for support if 

required. 
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Appendix 5 Key Studies 
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Numbe

r 

Authors Title, Journal 

and Volume 

Methods Main findings 

1. Lambert J, 
Avramovic 
G, McCombe 
G, Murphy C, 
Swan D, 
O'Connor E, 
et al. 

HEPCARE 
EUROPE: 
Bridging the gap 
in the treatment 
of Hepatitis C. 
International 
Journal of 
Integrated Care.  
2017; 17(5). 

 

Mixed 
Methods, 
Pre-post 
intervention 
study.  

Evaluation of 
the feasibility, 
acceptability, 
potential 
efficacy and 
cost-
effectiveness of 
these 
interventions to 
improve care 
processes 
among PWID.  

2. Swan D, 
Long J, Carr 
O, Flanagan 
J, Irish H, 
Keating S, et 
al 

Barriers to and 
facilitators of 
hepatitis C 
testing, 
management, 
and treatment 
among current 
and former 
injecting drug 
users: a 
qualitative 
exploration.  
AIDS Patient 
Care STDS.  
2010; 
24(12):753-62. 

 

Qualitative 
Study. 
36 
participants. 

A range of 
facilitators were 
identified which 
could inform 
future 
interventions 
including 
increased 
accessibility to 
testing and 
treatment for 
HCV.  

3. Lambert JS, 
Murtagh R, 
Menezes D, 
O’Carroll A, 
Murphy C, 
Cullen W, et 
al. 

‘HepCheck 
Dublin’: an 
intensified 
hepatitis C 
screening 
programme in a 
homeless 
population 
demonstrates the 
need for 
alternative 
models of care.  
BMC infectious 
diseases.  2019; 
19(1):128. 

Mixed 
Methods 
Study. 
597 
participants. 

Current hospital 
based model of 
care in 
inadequate in 
addressing the 
needs of a 
homeless 
population and 
emphasises the 
need for a 
community 
based 
approach. 

4. Carew AM, 
Murphy N, 

Incidence of 
hepatitis C 

Anonymised 
data from the 

A 
comprehensive 
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Long J, 
Hunter K, 
Lyons S, 
Walsh C, et 
al. 

among people 
who inject drugs 
in Ireland.  
Hepatology, 
Medicine and 
Policy.  2017; 
2(1):7. 
 

National Drug 
Treatment 
Reporting 
System 
(NDTRS) 
 
 

national 
estimate of the 
incidence of 
HCV in PWIDs 
in Ireland and 
will inform 
planning and 
development of 
appropriate 
healthcare 
services.  

5. Treloar C, 
Newland J, 
Rance J, 
Hopwood M. 

Uptake and 
delivery of 
hepatitis C 
treatment in 
opiate 
substitution 
treatment: 
perceptions of 
clients and health 
professionals.  
Journal of Viral 
Hepatitis.  2010; 
17(12):839-44. 
 

Qualitative 
Study. 
27 patient 
and 22 HCP 
participated. 

Patients and 
Health care 
professionals 
viewed 
provision of 
HCV treatment 
in OST services 
as a model of 
care which 
could increase 
access and 
uptake of 
treatment. 

6. Lobo R, 
Mascarenha
s L, 
Worthington 
D, Bevan J, 
Mak DB. 

Evaluation of the 
regional nurse-
supported 
hepatitis C 
shared care 
program in 
Western 
Australia: a 
mixed methods 
study.  BMC 
Health Services 
Research.  2015; 
15(1):399. 
 

Mixed 
Methods 
Study. 
16 HCP and 
47 patients 
participated. 

Nurse-
supported 
shared care 
services 
reduced patient 
transport costs 
to tertiary 
centres, 
accelerated 
access to 
treatment and 
delivered ≥98% 
compliance with 
treatment 
schedules.    

7. Whiteley D, 
Whittaker A, 
Elliott L, 
Cunningham
-Burley S. 

The lived 
experience of 
interferon-free 
treatments for 
hepatitis C: A 
thematic 
analysis.  Int J 
Drug Policy.  
2016; 38:21-8. 

Qualitative 
Study. 
16 
participants. 

The results from 
this study 
suggest a 
cultural lag 
exists between 
the 
pharmacologica
l developments 
which have 
been 
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witnessed, and 
societal 
understandings 
of them. This 
has implications 
for the way 
services meet 
the needs of, 
and offer 
therapy to, HCV 
positive 
individuals. 

8. Crowley D, 
Murtagh R, 
Cullen W, 
Keevans M, 
Laird E, 
McHugh T, 
et al. 

Evaluating peer-
supported 
screening as a 
hepatitis C case-
finding model in 
prisoners.  Harm 
Reduction 
Journal.  2019; 
16(1):42 

Observationa
l Study. 
419 
participants. 

Peer-supported 
screening is an 
effective active 
HCV case 
finding model to 
find and link 
prisoners with 
untreated active 
HCV infection 
to HCV care.  
 

9. Whiteley D, 
Whittaker A, 
Elliott L, 
Cunningham
-Burley S. 

Hepatitis C in a 
new therapeutic 
era: 
Recontextualisin
g the lived 
experience.  
Journal of 
Clinical Nursing.  
2018; 27(13-
14):2729-39. 
 

Qualitative 
Study.  
20 
participants. 

Interthematic 
discourse 
portrayed the 
new era of 
hepatitis C 
treatment as 
holding little 
sway over 
constructions of 
the illness, as 
narratives 
resonated with 
previous 
studies. Such 
unmoving "lay" 
understandings 
of hepatitis C 
may pose 
potential 
barriers to the 
new therapeutic 
era from 
reaching its full 
potential 

10. Batchelder 
AW, Peyser 
D, Nahvi S, 

“Hepatitis C 
treatment turned 
me around:” 

Qualitative 
Study. 

Integrating HCV 
treatment with 
methadone 
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Arnsten JH, 
Litwin AH. 

Psychological 
and behavioural 
transformation 
related to 
hepatitis C 
treatment.  Drug 
and Alcohol 
Dependence.  
2015; 153:66-71. 

31 
participants. 

maintenance 
has the 
potential to 
create 
psychological 
and behavioral 
transformations 
among 
substance 
using adults, 
including 
reductions in 
HCV- and 
addiction-
related shame 
and 
improvements 
in overall self-
care. 
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Appendix 6 Participants Responses 
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5.21 What was life like for PWID living with HCV? 

I had two sisters and a brother, we lived in the flats, me ma and da both used 

drugs, they didn’t hide it from us you know, sometimes we’d no food, so we’d 

be robbing so we could eat.  I think that’s why I started drugs” (Noel aged 43).   

“I was taking them since I was about 9 or 10 cause something happened me 

as a kid and I used to take them cause I was very nervous around people and 

very shy but when I take one or two of me Ma’s helpers, that is what she used 

to call them, that is what we used to call them back then, mothers little helpers”.  

(Mark aged 46).  

5.2.3 What role did the nurse play in supporting PWID and how can this role be 

improved? 

“like you could a got a worse nurse that’s kind of stern, but you are so 

personable, someone that you can talk to, that makes is easier,  I think having 

you here has made it a lot easier on people.” (Damian aged 38).   

” I don’t think people know enough about it.  If you didn’t tell me about it maybe 

I wouldn’t be cured now.  I used to think I’ll just live with the hep and worry 

about not catching HIV”.   

“I think if you didn’t come here in the first place then no one would have 

bothered about the Hep C.  It was like you kicked it all off and then everyone 

got a chance”.  (Stephen aged 42).   

 


